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FERRAIOLO: NONSILICATE MINERALS
ABSTRACT
Palache, Berman, and Frondel published two
volumes of the seventh edition of James Dwight
Dana's System of Mineralogy in 1944 and 1951.
As with the sixth edition published in 1892, the
seventh edition soon became the recognized au-
thority in mineralogy.
Greatly improved analytical techniques, crystal
structure analysis, and other new technologies
have led to a great increase in the number of new
species and to the improvement of the data for
older species. Over 400 new nonsilicate species
have been approved by the International Miner-
alogical Association's Commission on New Min-
erals and Mineral Names in the last eight years.
For comparison, the seventh edition of Dana's
System assigned classification numbers to 1043
accepted species, and briefly described another
227 poorly defined species. Of this total 69 have
been discredited and 158 have been redefined.
There have been over 1200 new nonsilicate
species described in the last 30 years, and the
growth continues. Obviously, with the number of
nonsilicate species more than doubled since 1951,
an updated classification is required.
The preparation of this volume began in 1977,
when a revised classification of the known phos-
phate, arsenate and vanadate minerals was pre-
pared and privately circulated. This was received
favorably, so a revised classification of all non-
silicate minerals was undertaken; the results are
given here.
INTRODUCTION
This is a new systematic classification of
the nonsilicate minerals. It is based on, and
adapted from, the seventh edition of The
System of Mineralogy of James Dwight
Dana (1944, 1951), hereafter referred to as
DSM. This is not a new edition of DSM,
because the necessary and voluminous min-
eralogical data needed for such an undertak-
ing is beyond the scope of this effort. This
is a simplified classification based on the
same taxonomy as DSM. All new mineral
species, redefinitions, and "refinements" are
included. Rather than duplicate the basic
conventions used in preparing the seventh
edition of Dana's System, I refer the reader
to Palache et al. (1944), pages 1-3. While the
classification and arrangement have re-
mained the same, there are various additions
and deletions to the classification presented
in the seventh edition.
The CLASS numbers have been left the
same, numbered 1 to 50. CLASS 12, Com-
pound Halides, has been retained, although
no mineral species have been placed in the
CLASS. CLASS 16, Carbonates containing
Hydroxyl or Halogen, has been divided into
two new CLASSES: 16a, Anhydrous Car-
bonates containing Hydroxyl or Halogen,
and 16b, Hydrated Carbonates containing
Hydroxyl or Halogen. This division is need-
ed because of the large increase in CLASS
16 mineral species that would have made the
original CLASS extremely unwieldy.
The total number of TYPES have been
greatly increased. Eighty-nine new TYPES
have been added, reflecting the diversity in
anion/cation ratios in the large number of
new nonsilicate species. A comparison of
species listed in DSM and those in this clas-
sification is given in table 1.
Other changes in the classification ofDSM
occur in the Sulfosalts (CLASS 3) and in
CLASSES 25 and 26 of the Borates. Differ-
ent, more structurally related classifications
have been adapted for these species. The
"subclassifications" used are briefly de-
scribed at the beginning of each CLASS.
Personal preference determined which of
equally valid alternative "subclassifica-
tions" would be used, especially for the Sul-
fosalts.
This classification is presented in a tabular
format which was chosen to show species
relationships easily while providing essential
information.
ARRANGEMENT OF THE CLASSIFICATION:
The classification is set in eight columns. The
first lists the "Revised Dana Number." This
consists of a three- or four-position number,
with each position separated by periods. The
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first position indicates CLASS; the second
designates the TYPE; the third represents
the mineral species within the TYPE. In
cases of species related chemically and
structurally, a fourth position is used to in-
dicate the relationship. Many mineralogists
feel that these Dana numbers are not really
necessary. They do, however, help to main-
tain Dana-type numbering systems already
in use and can be used as reference numbers
for various purposes.
The second and third columns, labeled NC
and NM respectively, demonstrate the revi-
sions and additions to the nonsilicate mineral
literature since the publication of DSM. NC
(New Composition) is X-marked for a
species described in DSM for which changes
in the chemical composition have been pub-
lished. An X mark in the NM (New Mineral)
column indicates: 1) that the mineral was not
listed as a valid species in DSM but has sub-
sequently been shown to be valid; 2) that the
mineral's description has been published
since the publication of DSM.
The name of the mineral is given in the
fourth column. The spellings used are essen-
tially those of Fleischer (1980), with the fol-
lowing exceptions: umlauts (") anglicized in
Fleischer (1980) have been restored (i.e.,
grunlingite instead of gruenlingite); di-
morphs designated with beta are listed with
the Greek letter ,3 as a prefix (i.e., 83-fergu-
sonite instead of fergusonite-13). There are
exceptions: loellingite is the preferred spell-
ing, and the dimorphs of duftite are listed as
duftite-a and duftite-,8.
The chemical composition is given in the
fifth column. Fleischer (1980) is the source
for most of the formulae used. Exceptions,
especially in the Borate Group minerals, are
based on available literature and are derived
from the most logical interpretation of avail-
able data. Doubtful or tentative formulae are
followed by a question mark (?).
Mineral descriptions considered to be in-
adequate are indicated by an X mark in the
sixth column, labeled SSD (Species Status
Doubtful).
The final two columns list the crystal sys-
tem and space group of the mineral species.









In cases of questionable symmetry, a ques-
tion mark (?) is used. Other abbreviations
pertinent to this section are Amor. and Ps.
Minerals considered non-crystalline, or
having no discernible crystal structure are
designated Amor. for Amorphous. Ps. (pseu-
do-) is a prefix with a crystal system abbrevi-
ation to designate that the mineral may have
apparent symmetry close to the symmetry of
another crystal system, i.e., Mon., ps-Orth.,
means that although the mineral is placed in
the monoclinic system, it has nearly ortho-
rhombic (pseudo-orthorhombic) symmetry.
Space groups are given in standard inter-
national notation [Henry and Lonsdale
(1969)] but not italicized. Where multiple
space groups are listed, the preferred space
group is listed first. Again, in cases of ques-
tionable symmetry, a question mark (?) is
used.
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX: The Bibliog-
raphy and Index are presented as a single
section beginning on page 109. These will be
discussed below as two separate entities, al-
though they are presented as one section.
The Index, which is on the left-hand side
of the Bibliography-Index pages, consists of
an alphabetical listing of mineral names,
page numbers, Revised Dana Numbers, and
the Previous Dana Numbers. The latter, tak-
en from DSM, are included to facilitate up-
dating and correcting of any existing cata-
logues that have been maintained using
DSM.
The Bibliography, contained on the right-
hand side of the Bibliography-Index pages,
consists of the Dana Reference, which lists
the volume and page number from DSM, for
the species listed there. Other references list-
ed are major papers published after DSM; in
general, no references cited in DSM have
been included. The majority of references
are descriptive, crystallographic, or structur-
al papers. Very few "new locality" papers
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are cited, unless new physical, x-ray, chem-
ical or crystallographic data are presented.
The Bibliography is presented by mineral
species, paralleling the Index entries. Within
each species listing, the references are given
chronologically, with one reference to a line,
terminated by a semicolon (;). A reference
may consist of either:
(1) an original paper
(2) an abstract of an original paper or
(3) a combination of (1) and (2).
Bibliographic entries for original papers
are cited with ajournal title, volume number,
first page and year of publication, e.g., AM
66, 148 (1981). Occasionally, an entry is a
reference to the General Bibliography, be-
ginning on page 236. This is given as author,
(year), and page number, e.g., Picot and Jo-
han (1977), 219. Abstracts following an orig-
inal paper are bracketed ([]), cited as an orig-
inal paper, omitting the year of publication,
and suffixed with a letter "a" signifying
"abstract." Examples of this are:
CM 12, 280 (1974) [AM 61, 177]a
ZVMO 105, 85 (1976) [MA 77-851]a
Abstracts cited in lieu of an original paper
are presented as an original paper is pre-
sented, but followed by the "a" suffix. Ex-
amples of this are:
AM 40, 941 (1955)a
MA 14, 138 (1959)a
MA 74-2465)a
A special series of abbreviations have
been utilized for the journals cited in the Bib-
liography, rather than the standard abbrevi-
ations. These abbreviations are listed on
page 110. References cited from journals not
listed in the special abbreviations are cited
using standard abbreviations.
No attempt has been made to list all syn-
onyms or varietal names of the nonsilicate
mineral species although a certain amount of
synonymy is necessary, if only to help cor-
rect improper usage. The synonymy previ-
ously cited in DSM has not, in general, been
repeated here. Doubtful species or varieties
given in DSM have been verified by addi-
tional published data where possible, and
listed in the Bibliography to demonstrate
their present status. Discredited minerals
and mineral names that have appeared in the
literature since DSM are also included. For
a more complete listing of synonymy, please
refer to BRGM (1968, 1973), Embrey and
Fuller (1980), and Hey (1955, 1963, 1974).
An addendum section is included for new
minerals and mineral data published after the
completion of the Bibliography.
In the preparation of this classification,
errors may have occurred and been missed
in proof; for these I offer apologies. Your
suggestions and corrections will be appreci-
ated. They may be sent to me, % Depart-
ment of Mineral Sciences, American Mu-
seum of Natural History, New York, New
York 10024.
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2.1.3 X Telargpalite (Pd,Ag) 4+xTe ?)
2.1.4 X Duranusite As4S
2.1.5 X Bogdanovite Au5(Cu,Fe)3(Te,Pb)2
2.1.6 X Bessmertovi te Au4Cu(Te,Pb)
Type 2 AmBnXp, with (m+n):p=3:1
2.2.1.1 Dyscrasite Ag3Sb
2.2.1.2 X Allargentum Agl xSbx
2.2.2.1 Domeykite Cu3As
2.2.2.2 X Kutinaite Cu2AgAs
2.2.2.3 Dienerite Ni3As
2.2.3 X Hexatestiblo- (Ni ,Pd)2SbTe
panickel ite
2.2.4 X Guanglinite Pd3As
2.2.5 X Atheneite (Pd,Hg)3As
2.2.6 X Vincentite (Pd,Pt)3(As,Sb,Te)
2.2.7 X Keithconnite Pd3-xTe
2.2.8 X Bilibinskite Au3Cu2PbTe2
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5DANA NUMBER N N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPREVISUM DRIC Mj D SYSTEM SPCG
Type 4 AmBnXp, with (m+n):p=2:1
2.4.1.1 Argentite Ag2S Cubic Im3m
2.4.1.2 Aguilarite Ag4SeS Orth. ?
2.4.1.3 Naumannite Ag2Se Orth. P2 2121
2.4.2.1 Acanthite Ag2S Mon. P21 /n
2.4.2.2 Hessite Ag2Te Mon. P21 /c
2.4.3.1 X Uytenbogaardtite Ag3AuS2 Tet. P4122 or P4
2.4.3.2 X Fischesserite Ag3AuSe2 Cubic I432
2.4.3.3 Petzite Ag3AuTe2 Cubic I4 32
2.4.4 Jalpaite Ag3CuS2 Tet. I41 /amd
2.4.5 X Mckinstryite (Ag Cu)2S Orth. Pnam or
Pna2
2.4.6.1 Stromeyerite AgCuS Orth. Bbmm
2.4.6.2 Eucairite AgCuSe Orth. ?
2.4.7.1 halcocite Cu2S Mon. P21/c
2.4.7.2 X jurleite Cu31S16 Mon. P21/n
2.4.7.3 X Bellidoite Cu2Se Tet. P42/n
2.4.8 Berzelianite Cu2Se Cubic Fm3m
2.4.9 X Cuprostibite Cu2(Sb,T1) Tet. ?
2.4.10 X Crookesite Cu7T1Se4 Tet. I4/mmm
2.4.11 X Carlinite Tl2S Trig. ?
2.4.12 X Palladoarsenide Pd2S Mon. P2/m
2.4.13 X Palladobismuth- Pd2(As,Bi) Orth. Pmcn or
arsenide P21cn
2.4.14 X Majakite PdNiAs Hex. ?
Type 5 AmBnXp, with (m+n):p=3:2
2.5.1 Umangite Cu3Se2 Tet. P42 rm
2.5.2 Bornite Cu5FeS4 Orth., PbcaCu5FeS4
~~~ps-Tet.
2.5.3 X Heazlewoodite Ni3S2 Trig. R32
2.5.4 X Oregonite Ni 2FeAs2 Hex. ?
2'.5.5.1 X Thalcusite Tl2Cu3FeS4 Tet. I4m2,I42m,
T12Cu3FeS4 ~~~~I4mmn,I422
2.5.5.2 X Bukovite Ti 23+xFeS4x (x=0.14) Tet. I42m,I4wmm,
orI4/mmm i|




REVISED ININ 1 CRYSTALt
DANA NUMBER |C|M| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S SPACE GROUP42.1 SYSTEM SPACE,GROUP
2.5.6.1 Argyrodite Ag8GeS6
2.5.6.2 Canfieldite Ag8SnS6
2.5.7 X Daomanite CuPtAsS2
Type 6 AmBnXp, with (m+n):p=4:3
2.6.1 Dimorphite As4S3
2.6.2.1 X Ikunolite Bi4(S,Se)3
2.6.2.2 X Laitakarite Bi4(Se,S)3
2.6.2.3 X Joseite Bi4TeS2
2.6.2.4 X S-Joseite Bi4Te2S
2.6.3 X Novakite (Cu,Ag )4As 3
2.6.4 X Genkinite (Pt,Pd)4Sb3
2.6.5 X Temagamite Pd3HgTe3
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Type 11 AmB nX p. with (m+n):p=2:3
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Hol I i ngsworthi te
Arsenopyri te
Gudmundi te
All ocl asi te
Osarsi te
Ruarsi te































( Ru, Os ) AsS
(Ir,Ru)As2
(Os,Ru)As2
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Hydroxysulfides and Hydrated Sulfides
2.14.1 x Valleriite 4(Fe,Cu)S.3(Mg,A1)(OH)2
2.14.2 X Tochilinite 6Fe09S.5(Mg,Fe2 )(OH)2
2.14.3 x Haapalaite 2(Fe,Ni- S2.3(Mg,Fe2)(OH)2
2.14.4 X Erdite NaFeS2.2H20
2.14.5 X to be published
2.14.6 X to be published
Type 15 Chlor-sulfides
2.15.1 X to be published
2.15.2 X Djerfisherite K6Na(Fe,Cu,Ni)24S26C1
2.15.3 X Thalfenisite T16(Fe,Ni ,Cu)25S26C1
2.15.4 X Dadsonite Pb21Sb23S55C1
Type 16 Miscellaneous
Sti 1 lwateri te


































































































































































































SREVISED N N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION CRYSTALDANA NUMBER CM D SYSTEM SPCGRU
CLASS 3 SULFOSALTS
For the classification of the Sulfosalts, we have adapted the classification
proposed by Nowacki(1969) and Edenharter (1976).
A sulfosalt is regarded as having the general formula
A(l) x A(2) X2 [ByCz]
Only mono- and divalent metals occur in sulfosalts. The metals located in the
A(l) position are: Ag, Cu, Hg, Tl, and Zn.
The A(2) position can be filled by Pb, Hg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, (Sb,Bi), and Tl.
The [B C I unit, with B= As,Sb,Bi; and C= S,(Se,Te), represents the structuraly z
network formed by the BS3-pyramids or the BS4-tetrahedra.
The Nowacki classification is based on the p-factor, where 4 = z/y.
This is the ratio of the non-metal to semimetal atoms in the [B Cz] unit.
For this classification, the p-factor is used as the basis for the Type
division, and the minerals in each Type are listed according to a decreasing
4-factor. The additional structural subdivisions used in the original
classification have not been used here.
Type 1 q,_>4
3.1.1 x Cylindrite Pb3FeSn4Sb2S14 Tric. Al
3.1.2 x Franckeite Pb5Sn4Sb2S14 Tric. PT
3.1.3 X Incaite (Pb,Ag)4FeSn4Sb2S14 Mon. A2,Am, or
A2/m
3.1.4 X to be published
3.1.5 X Miharaite Cu4FePbBiS6 Orth. Pbmm,Pb2m,
or Pb21I/m
3.1.6 X Billingsleyite A97( Sb,As )S6 Orth. C2221
3.1.7 Epigenite (Cu,Fe)5AsS6 X Orth. ?
3.1.8.1 Arsenpolybasite Ag16As2S11 Mon. C2/m
3.1.8.2 Polybasite Ag16Sb2SI1 Mon. C2/m
3.1.9.1 Pearceite Ag 16As2S11 Mon. C2/m
3.1.9.2 AntimonpearceitE Ag 16Sb2S 11 Mon. C2/m
3.1.10 X Petrovicite Cu3HgPbBiSe5 Orth. Pnam or
Pna21
17
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Pyrosti 1 pni te







































































































































































REVISED iN NMNERA NAM COMPOSITION I.RYTLiPAEGRUDANA NUMBER C|M| MINERAL NAME SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
3.5.8 X Madocite Pb17 (Sb,As) 16S41
3.5.9 X Ourayite Pb30A925Bi41S104
3.5.10.1 X Wallisite PbTlCuAs2S5
3.5.10.2 X Hatchite (Pb,T1 )2AgAs2S5
3.5.11.1 Cosalite Pb2Bi 2S5
3.5.11.2 X Veenite Pb2( Sb,As )2S5
3.5.12 Dufrenoysite Pb2As2S5
3.5.13 Owyheeite Pb5Ag2Sb6S15
3.5.14 X Imhofite T16CuAs 6S40?




























































































































REVISED |N|N| MINERAL NAME COMPOCSITIN|5RYSTALM | I
I
D S S G
3.6.17 X Robinsonite Pb4Sb6S13
3.6.18 X Liveingite Pb9As13S28
3.6.19 X Lindstromite Pb3Cu3Bi7S15
3.6.20 X Weibullite Pb6Bi8(S,Se) 18
3.6.21.1 X Kobellite Pb5Bi8S17
3.6.21.2 X Tintinaite Pb5(Sb,Bi)8S17
3.6.22 Plagionite Pb5Sb8S17




























































































































REVISED |NN N COMPOSITN YSTALDANA NUMBER ICIM MINERAL NAME OPSIINs CRYSTALSAE RU
3.7.13 X Ramdohrite PbAgSb3S6
3.7.14 x Krupkaite PbCuBi 3S6
3.7.15 X Livingstonite HgSb4S8
3.7.16 X Rathite (Pb,Tl)3As5s10
3.7.17 X Nordstromite CuPb3Bi 7(S,Se) 14
3.7.18 X Junoite Pb3Cu2Bi8(S,Se) 16
3.7.19 X Vrbaite Hg3T1 4As8Sb2S20
3.7.20 x Rohaite T12Cu8.67Sb2s4
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CLASS 4 SIMPLE OXIDES
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4.2.1.6 X WUstite FeO





































































































































Vanr amoff i te
Downeyi te


































































































































REVISED INI MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER C MI MIEALNMECMPSTINSTEM _____
4.4.11 X Cerianite (Ce,Th)°2
4.4.12 X Tazheranite (Zr,Ca,Ti)02
4.4.13 Baddeleyite ZrO2
4.4.14 X Tugarinovite Moo2
4.4.15 Cervantite Sb3 Sb5 04
4.4.16.1 X Ilmenorutile (Ti,Nb,Fe)306
4.4.16.2 X StrUverite (Ti,Ta,Fe)306
4.4.17 X Lenoblite V204. 2H20
Type 5 AX3
4.5.1 X Molybdite MoO3
4.5.2 Tungstite WO3.H20
4.5.3 X Meymacite WO3.2H20


















































REVISED ININ I SRSADANA NUMBER | MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | SRYSTEAL SPACE GROUP
CLASS 5 OXIDES CONTAINING URANIUM OR THORIUM
., .~~~~~~
Type 1 AXQ, . xH.0
5.1.1.1 __[ Uraninite uo2
5.1.1.2 Thorianite ThO2
Type 2 AXO3.xH20
5.2.1.1 X Metaschoepite UO3. nH2O (n>2)
5.2.1.2 X Paraschoepite UO3. 2H20 ?
5.2.1.3 X Schoepite UO3.2H20
5.2.2 X Masuyite UO3.2H20 ?
Type 3 AXO4. xH20
5.3.1 X Studtite UO4.4H20
5.3.2 Vandenbrandeite CuUO4*2H20
Type 4 AXO2°7* xH2O
5.4.1 X Clarkeite (Na,Ca,Pb)2U2(0,OH)7
5.4.2.1 X Cal ci ouranoi te (Ca,Ba,Pb)U207.5H20
5.4.2.2 X Bauranoite BaU207'.4-5H20
5.4.3.1 X Metacalcio- (Ca,Na,Ba)U207.2H20
uranoi te
5.4.3.2 X Wblsendorfite (Pb,Ca)U207. 2H20
Type 5 AXO0 *xHO
- 3 10
'
2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5.5.1 X Agrinierite (K2,Ca,Sr)U301 0.4H20
5.5.2 X Rameauite K2CaU6020. 9H20
Type 6 AX617. xH20


























REVISED N N M ASCRYSTAL SDANA NUMBER C M MiNERAL NAME COMPOSITIN SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
AX60 *19 xH20
5.7.1.1 X Compreignacite K2U6019.1 H20
5.7.1.2 X Becquerelite CaU6O19* 1H20
5.7.1.3 X Billietite BaU6O19.11H20
Type 8 X7022 * 2 _
5.8.1.1 X Vandendriessche- PbU7O22. 12H20








































REVISED 1N N I S RYSTADANA NUMBER IC|M| MINERAL NAME | COMPOSITION S SPACE GROUPDANAUMBERC M1 D SYSTEM SPCGRU
CLASS 6 HYDROXIDES AND OXIDES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
Type 1 XO(OH)
6.1.1.1 x Diaspore A1O(OH) Orth. Pbnm
6.1.1.2 X Goethite FeO(OH) Orth. Pbnm
6.1.1.3 X Groutite MnO(OH) Orth. Pbnm
6.1.1.4 X Montroseite (V,Fe)O(OH) Orth. Pbnm
6.1.1.5 X Bracewellite CrO(OH) Orth. Pbnm
6.1.2.1 Boehmite A10(OH) Orth. Amam
6.1.2.2 Lepidocrocite FeO(OH) Orth. Amam
6.1.2.3 X Guyanaite CrO(OH) Orth. Pnnm
6.1.3 Manganite MnO(OH) Mon. B21/d
6.1.4.1 X Heterogenite-2H CoO(OH) Hex. P63/mmc
6.1.4.2 X Feitnechtite MnO(OH) Hex. ?
6.1.4.3 X Feroxyhyte FeO(OH) Hex. ?
6.1.5.1 X Heterogenite-3R CoO(OH) Trig. R3m
6.1.5.2 X Grimalidiite CrO(OH) Trig. R3m
6.1.6 X Akaganeite FeO(OH,C1) Tet. I4/m
Type 2 X(OH)2
6.2.1.1 Brucite Mg(OH)2 Trig P3m
6.2.1.2 X Amakinite Fe(OH)2 Trig. R3m
6.2.1.3 Pyrochroite Mn(OH) 2 Trig. P3rl
6.2.1.4 Portlandite Ca(OH) 2 Trig. P3rl
6.2.1.5 X to be pubZished
6.2.2 X Behoite Be(OH)2 Orth. P21 21 21
6.2.3 X to be pubZished
6.2.4 X Calumetite Cu(OH,C1 ) 2 2H20 Orth. ?
6.2.5 X Anthonyite Cu(OH,C1 )2 A3H20 Mon. 2/m
6.2.6 X Duttonite (VO)(OH)2 Orth. I2/c
6.2.7 X to be published
L
28


















Type 4 Mi scell1aneous
I~~~~~~





























Mn4+ (Mn2, Fe3+)+ (OH)M5 ( 6,F(
Mg4Cr6Ti23Si2O061(OH)4()

























































































DANA NUMBER NM| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
CLASS 7 MULTIPLE OXIDES
ABX2
7.1.1.1 Delafossite CuFeO2
7.1.1.2 X Mcconnellite CuCrO2
7.1.2 X Crednerite CuMnO2







































































































































Mn2 ( Fe3 ,Mn3 ) 204
Mn2 Mn23 02 4
ZnMn3 02 04







7.3.1.1 Pseudobrookite Fe30Ti2 05
7.3.1.2 X Kennedyite MgFe3 TiTi20
7.3.1.3 X Armalcolite (Mg,Fe) 2 Ti205
7.3.2 X to be pubZished
Type 4 AB3X7










(Zn ,Mn) Mn 07. 1 -2H20









































































7.6.1.1 X Rancieite (Ca,Mn)Mn4 09. 3H20
7.6.1.2 X Takanelite (Mn,Ca)Mn4O9.H20














Ca2(Al, Fe ) 205
Ca1 2A1 14033
Fe2As3 08 10 23
Pb4Fe308(OH,Cl )











































































REVISED N N MINERAYSTAC















Pb( Fe3 ,Mn3 ) 12°1 9
(Mg,Fe2 )2(A1 ,Ti)5010




Na4Mn1 4q27. 9H 20
(Cr,A1) 6Sio11. 5H20 (?)
FeTi6O13'.4H20 (?)










































RDEVISED N N NERANAACNOMPOSIN | CRYSTAIL SPACE GROUPREVISUMED NC MINRLNM OPSTO D S EM













Sti bi ocol umbi te
Sti bi otantal i te





























u6+ (Nb ,Ta) 2°8
U4+ Fe2 (Nb,Ta) 208
Fe0 5Sn4. sTaO1 2
(Ta ,Nb,Sn,Fe,Mn)408
(Nb,Ta,U,Fe,Mn) 408


































































































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
Mi crol i te
Bari omi crol i te
Yttromi crol i te
P1 umbomi crol i te
Uranmi crol i te
Bismutomicrol i te







Schetel i gi te
Orthobranneri te
(Na,Ca) 2Ta2O6(06,OH,F)
(Ba,Sr) 2(Ta,Nb) 2(O,OH) 7



















































































































































































































(Na,K,Pb) 3(Ta,Nb)1 11 (O,OH) 30
Ca1 2 (Ti,Zr,Nb)5012.9H20
(Mn,Ca) (Ti ,Nb)5012. 9H20
(Mn.Ca)(Nb,Ta) 5012. 9H20




































































































REVISED IN INi I ICRYSTAL1
DANA NUMBER |C |MI MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION |DI SYSTEM SPACE GROUP



























Eri ochal ci te
Bi schofi te
































































































































REVISED IN N M INRLAM CMOIONs CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER IC|M| INERAL NA ECOMPOSITION D SYSTEM I_SPCE_ROU
Type 3 AX3
9.3.1 Molysi te FeCl3 Tri g. RI
9.3.2 X Hydromolysi te FeC 1 3.6H20 ? ?
9. 3.3 Chloraluminite A1C133 6H20 Trig. R3c
9.3.4.1 Fluocerite-(Ce) (Ce,La)F3 Hex. P3c
9.3.4.2 X Fluocerite-(La) (La,Ce)F3 Hex. P3c
CLASS 10 OXYHALIDES AND HYDROXYHALIDES
. ,I-
Type 1 A2(0,OH) 3Xq
10.1.1 Atacamite Cu2(OH)3C1
10.1.2 Paratacamite Cu2(OH)3C1
10.1.3 Botallackite Cu2(OH )3C1
10.1.4 Kempite Mn2(OH) 3C1
10.1.5 X to be published
Type 2 A(O,OH)Xq






10.2.4 X Blixite Pb2(0,OH)2C1
10.2.5.1 X Perite PbBiO2C1
10.2.5.2 Nadorite PbSbO2C1










































DANA NUMSER C NM MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTEAML SPACE GROUPANANU B R D SYSTEM~~~~~~~~~~
Type 4 A (O, OH) Xq
10. 4.1 Penfieldite Pb2(OH)C13
10.4. 2 Terlinguaite Hg20Cl
10.4.3 Kleinite Hg2N(C1,S04) nH20
Type 5 Am(O,OH) pXq
10.5.1 Cadwaladeri te Al (OH) 2C A4H 20
10.5.2 X to be published
10.5.3 X Pinchite Hg504C12
10.5.4 X Eglestonite (Hg2)3C1302H
10.5.5 X to be published
10.5.6 X Claringbullite Cu4(OH)7C1.0.5H20
10.5.7 X Onoratoite Sb3°0 C8 11 2











Di abol ei te
Koeneni te
Yedlinite













Pb26Ag9Cu24C162 ( OH )48
Pb19Cu24C142 (OH )44
Pb5Cu4C11 0 (OH) 8- 2H20
Pb2AgC1 3( F,OH) 2



















































DANA NUMBER |N|N| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPCLANASNUMBERSCD1 SYSTEM
CLASS 11 HALIDE COMPLEXES _____
I I I
AmBX3
11.1.1 X Neighborite NaMgF3





Type 3 AmBX4. xH20
11.3.1 Douglasite K2Fe21C. 2H 0
11.3.2 Mi tscherl i chi te K2CuC14.2H20
Type 4 AmBX5. xH20
11.4.1.1 -- Erythrosiderite K Fe3 C1. H 0II ~~~~~~~~25'































































REVISED N N CYSTAL
DANA NUMBER C|M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION RSYSTEM SPACE GROUP
Type 6 Alumino-fluorides
11.6.1 Cryolite Na3AIF6 Mon. P21/n
11.6.2 Elpasolite K2NaAlF6 Cubic Pa3
11.6.3 X Colquiriite CaLiA1F6 Trig. P31c
11.6.4 Cryolithionite Li3Na3A12F12 Cubic Ia3d
11.6.5 Pachnolite NaCaAlF6.H20 Mon. C2/c or Cc
11.6.6 Thomsenol ite NaCaAlF6.H20 Mon. P21/c
11.6.7 Carlhintzeite Ca2AlF7.H20 Tric., Cl or Cl
ps-Mon.
11.6.8 Gearksutite CaAl (OH)F4*H20 Mon. ?
11.6.9 Prosopite CaAl 2(F,OH) 8 Mon. C2/c
11.6.10.1 Jarlite NaSr3Al3(F,OH)16 Mon. C2/m, C2,
or Cm
11.6.10.2 X Calcjarlite NaCa3A1 3(F,OH) 16 Mon. ?
11.6.11 Chiolite Na5A1 3F1 4 Tet. P4/mmc
11.6.12 X Ralstonite NaxMgxAl 2-2x(F,0H)6'H20 Cubic Fd3m
11.6.13 Weberite Na2MgAlF7 Orth. ?
11.6.14 X Usovite Ba2CaMgA12F12 Orth. ?
11.6.15 X Yaroslavite Ca3A1 2( OH)2F10.H 20 Orth. ?
11.6.16 X Tikhonenkovite SrAl(OH)F4*H20 Mon. ?




DANA NUMBER N| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPD NNUBERC MI D SYSTESAEMRU
CLASS 13 ACID CARBONATES
Type 1 Miscellaneous
13.1.1 Nahcolite NaHCO3 Mon. P21 /n
13.1.2 Kalicinite KHCO3 Mon. P21/a
13.1.3 Teschemacherite (NH4 )HCO3 Orth. Pnaa
13.1.4 Trona Na3 (C03)(HCO3).2H20 Mon. I2/a
13.1.5 X Nesquehonite Mg(HCO3)(OH).2H20 Mon. P2 /n
13.1.6 X Wegscheiderite Na5 (C03)(HCO3)3 Tric. P1
13.1.7 X Sergeevite Ca2Mgll(CO3)9(HCO3)4(OH)4.6H20 Trig. ?


















































































REVISED |NCN S CRYSTAL |



























14.3.1 X Buetschliite K2Ca(CO3)2
14.3.2 X Eitelite Na2Mg(CO3)2
14.3.3 Fairchildite K2Ca(CO3)2
14.3.4 X Nyerereite Na2Ca(CO3)2








































































REVISED iN N I s RYSTALDANA NUMBER CIMI MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION IsD SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 15 HYDRATED NORMAL CARBONATES
A(X03) .xH20
15.1.1 Thermonatrite Na2CO3.H20
15.1.2 Natron Na2CO3. 10H20
15.1.3 X Monohydrocalcite CaCO3*H20
15.1.4 X Ikaite CaCO3 *6H20
15.1.5 X Barringtonite MgCO3 2H20
15.1.6 Lansfordite MgCO3.5H20
15.1.7 X Hellyerite NiCO3 6H20
15.1.8.1 x Sharpite (UO2)CO3.H20
15.1.8.2 X Joliotite (UO2)CO3.nH20 (n-2)
Type 2 AmBn(XO3) P.xH20, where (m+n):p>l:l
15.2.1 Pirssonite Na2Ca(CO3)2.2H20
15.2.2 Gaylussite Na2Ca(CO3)2.5H20
15.2.3 X Chalconatronite Na2Cu(CO3)2' 3H20
15.2.4 X Baylissite K2Mg(C03)2 4H20
15.2.5 Andersonite Na2Ca(UO2)(CO3)3.6H 20
15.2.6 X Grimselite K3Na(UO2)(CO3)3 H20







Zel I eri te














































































REVISED N N sCRS
DANA NUMBER' C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S AL SPACE GROUPD SYSTEM SPCGRU
Type 4 AmBn(XO3)pPxH20, where (m+n):p<l:l
15.4.1 X Calkinsite (Ce,La)2(C03)3.4H20 Orth. P21221
15.4.2.1 Lanthanite-(La) (La,Ce)2(C03)3 .8H20 Orth. Pbnb
15.4.2.2 X Lanthanite-(Nd) (Nd,La)2(C03)3.8H20 Orth. Pbnb
15.4.3 X Lokkaite (Y,Ca)2(C03)3.2H20 Orth. Pb2m, Pbm2,
or Pbmm































Ca (Ce , La ) 2(CO3) 3F2






Cu3 (G 03)2(OH) 2
Pb3(C03)2(OH) 2







































































Type 4 (AB)5(XO3)2Zq ____________
16a.4.1 Hydrozincite Zn5(CO3)2(OH )6









Pbl 0 (C03)6(OH )6 ?
NaCa2A1 4( C03)4(OH )8C1







































































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
D SYSTEM SPCGRUCLASS 16B HIYDRATED CARBONATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
OR HALOGEN
Ir I
Type 1 AmBn (X03)pZq.xH20, with (m+n):p=l:l
16b.1.1.1 Ancylite SrCe(C03)250H).H20
16b.1.1.2 Calcioancylite (Ca,Sr)Ce(CO3)2(OH).H20
16b.1.2 X Thorbastnaesite Th(Ca,Ce)(C03)2F2. 3H20
16b.1.3 X Tengerite CaY3( C03)4(OH )4.3H20
16b.1.4 X Indigirite Mg2A12(C03)4(OH)12. 15H20
Type 2 AmBn (XO ) Zq. xH 20, with (m+n):p=3:2
16b.2.1.1 Dundasite PbA12(C03)2(OH)4.H20
16b.2.1.2 X Dresserite Ba2A14(C03)4(OH)8.3H20
16b.2.1.3 X Strontio- SrAl 2(C03)2( OH)4*H20
dresseri te
16b.2.2 X Hydrodresserite BaAl2 ( C03)2 (OH) 4.3H20
16b.2.3.1 X Alumohydrocalcite CaA12(C03)2(OH)4 3H20
16b.2. 3.2 X Para- CaAl 2(C°3)2 (OH) 4. 6H20
a 1 umohydroca I ci te









































REVISED N N MINERAL NAM COMPOSITION | CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
~,DANANUMBER C M E CYSTEI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DSSE RU





























M96Cr2(CO3) (OH) 16* 4H2O
Mg6Fe2 (CO3) (OH) 16 .4H20
Mg6A12(C03) (OH) 16.4H20
Mg6Cr2(CO3)(OH) 16.4H20
Mg6Fe2 ( CO3) (OH) 164H20
M96Mn2(CO3) (OH) 16.4H20
Ni Fe3+ O) 46 2 (C03) (H)16.4H20
Ni6A12(C03) (OH)16.4H20
(Ni 2x Co3-x)(OH) (C 1-x)
yH20 (x=2/3)
Mg5 (CO 3) 4( OH ) 2. 4H20
(Cu,Mg)5(CO 3) 4(OH)2 4H20
Mg5(CO3)4(OH) 2.5H20
Mg5(C03)4(OH) 2 5H2 (?)
Ca2Mg3(UO2)2(C03)6(OH)4. 18H20
Pb3Ca6Cu2(C03)8(OH)6.6H20 (?)
Ni 3(C03) (OH) 4. 4H20
Cu2M92(CO3) (OH)6 .2H20
Ca3U4 (U02)6(CO3) 2(OH) 18.6H2
Mg6Fe3+ (CO3) (OH) 1 3-4H20
Fe2 Mg1 O C03) )24 2H20
Ca2Mg14A14(CO3) (OH)42. 24H20





















































































DANA NUMBER NC NM MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPD NAMB M D SYSTEM SPCGRU
Type 5
16b.5.13 X Defernite Ca6(C03)(OH,Cl)8.2H20 Orth. Pna2Ior Pnam
16b.5.14.1 X Scarbroite A15 (C03)(OH) 13. 5H20 Tric. P1 or PT
16b.5.14.2 X Hydroscarbroite A114(CQ3)3(OH)36.nH2O ? X ?


































NaCa3(U02) (CO3) (SO4) F. 1OH20
PbMn3A14(C03)4(S04)05. 5H20
























































D SRYST ALISPCGRUIANA NUMBER NC|M| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CSRYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 18 NORMAL NITRATES
Type 1 AXO3.xH20, where x can equal zero
18.1.1 Nitratite NaNO3 Trig. R3c
18.1.2 Niter KNO3 Orth. Pmcn
Type 2 A(X03)2.xH20, where x can equal zero
18.2.1 Nitrobarite Ba(N03)2 Cubic Pa3
18.2.2 Nitrocalcite Ca(N03)2.4H20 Mon. ?
18.2.3 Nitromagnesite Mg(N03)2.6H20 Mon. P21I/c
CLASS 19 NITRATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL OR HALOGEN
Type 1 Miscellaneous
19.1.1 Gerhardtite Cu2 (N03) (OH )2 Orth. P212 1 21
19.1.2 Buttgenbachite |Cu37(N03)2(OH)64(C1N03)8.2H20 Hex. P63/mmc
19.1.3 j X to be published
CLASS 20 COMPOUND NITRATES |
Type 1 Miscellaneous
20.1.1 Darapskite Na3(N03)(S04).H20 Mon. P21/m
20.1.2 X Likasite Cu12 (N03)4(PO4) 2(OH)4 Orth. Pc21 n
20.1 .3.1 X to be published
20.1.3.2 X to be published
Humberstoni te [with Sulfates]
50
VANANUMBER N N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANANUMBR CI DI SYSTEM SPCGRU
CLASS 21 NORMAL IODATES
Type 1 Miscellaneous
21.1.1 Lautarite Ca(IO3)2 Mon. P21/n
21.1.2 X Bruggenite Ca(IO3)2.H20 Mon. P2 I/c
21.1.3 Bellingerite Cu3(IO3)6 2H20 Tric. P1
CLASS 22 IODATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL OR HALOGEN
Type 1 Miscellaneous
22.1.1 Salesite Cu(IO3)(OH) Orth. Pnma
22.1.2 X Seeligerite Pb3(IO3)0C13 Orth., C2221
ps-Tet.
22.1.3 X Schwartzembergite Pb6(IO3)202(OH)2C14 Orth., Fmm2,F222,
ps-Tet. or Fmmmn
CLASS 23 COMPOUND IODATES
Type 1 Miscellaneous
23.1.1 Dietzeite Ca2(IO3)2(CrO4) Mon. P21/c
_t, .I ._.
51
REVISED IN N M INRLAM COPSIINS CRYSTAL SAE RUDANA NUMBER CIM MINRLN OPSTO D SYSTEM PCG
.CLASS 24 ANHYDROUS BORATES _____I______
Type 1 A2X 4
24.1.1 X Sinhalite fMgAl[BO04]




24.2.2.2 X Vonsenite Fe2+Fe3+O[BO3
24.2.2.3 X Azoproite (Mg,Fe)2+(Fe3+Ti,Mg)O2[BO]
24.2.2.4 X Bonaccordite Ni2Fe3+O2[BQ3]
~24.2.3 Hulsite (Fe2+ g)(Fe3+Sn)O2[BO3
24.2.4 Pinakiolite (Mg,Mn) 2+Mn3+O[BO3
24.2.5 X Orthopinakiolite 2M,n 2M 3]0B
24.2.6 X Takeuchiite (Mg,Mn)2 (Mn,Fe)30O2[BO3]
Type 3 AmBn[XO31 _____________
24.3.1 Sassolite H3BO03
24.3.2.1 Kotoite Mg3[BO03]2
24.3.2.2 X Jimboite Mn3[B0O]2
24.3.3 Nordenski6ldine C.aSn[B0O]I
Type 4 A2[X205]
24.4.1 X Suanite Mg2[B205]





















































REVISED NNN IMINERAL 1AM COPOITONCRYSTAL SPC1RUDANA NUMBER | C M I L NAME |COMPOSITION D SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 25 ANHYDROUS BORATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
OR HALOGEN
The Borate Classes 25 and 26 are classified by a system adapted from the crystal-
chemical classification proposed by Christ and Clark(1977). This classification
makes use of fundamental building blocks (FBB) from which borate polyanions can be
constructed. Boron will link with either three oxygens to form a triangle or with
four to form a tetrahedron. A short-hand notation using n and symbols:
A=triangle and T=tetrahedron is used so that the polyanions can be easily characterized.
1:A and 1:T are isolated triangles and tetrahedra, respectively. 2:A and 2:T are
isolated pairs. These two, isolated singles and isolated pairs, are the first two
Types in Classes 25 and 26. The other polyanions are grouped as Triborates, Tetraborates,
etc. and the structural notation will be given following the composition. Borates with
undetermined structures that comfortably "fit" into one of the structure groups have
been so placed, with their composition written into an acceptable structural formula
for that group. The structural notation will be marked with an asterisk to denote it
being a theoretical structure.
Borates with unknown structures that cannot be placed theoretically are grouped in
the Miscellaneous Types.
Type 1 FBB = 1:A ; 1:T
25.1.1 Hambergite Be2[BO3](OH) [1:A]*
25.1.2 Fluoborite Mg3[BO3](F,OH)3 [1:A]*
25.1.3 Frolovite Ca[B(OH)4]2 [l:T]
25.1.4.1 Teepleite Na2Cl[B(OH)4]2 [1:T]
25.1.4.2 Bandylite CuCl[B(OH )4]2 [1:T]
25.1.5 X Vimsite Ca[BO(OH)2]2 [1:cT]
25.1.6 x Olshanskyite Ca3(OH) 2[B(OH)4]4 [1:T]*
Type 2 FBB = 2:A; 2:T
25.2.1.1 l Sussexite Mn2 (OH)[B204(OH)] [2:A]
25.2.1.2 Szaibelyite Mg2(OH)[B204(OH)] [2:A]
25.2.2 X Sibirskite Ca2(OH)[B204(OH)] ? [2:A]*
25.2.3 Pinnoite Mg[B20(OH)2]2 [2:T]
Orth. Pbca
Hex. P63/m








Tet. P42 or P42/m
ii
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REVISED |NN S CRYSTAL SPAC ROUPDANA NUMBER ICIM MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SYSTEM SAE GRU
Triborates
25.3.1 X Ameghinite Na[B303(OH)4] [3:2 +T]
25.3.2 X Solongoite Ca2C1[B304(OH)4] [3:A+2T]i
25.3.3 X Fabianite Ca[B305(OH)] [3:A+2T]s
25.3.4 X Uralborite Ca2[B303(OH)5 OB(OH)3]
[3: (3T)+T]
25.3.5 Howl ite Ca2[B304(OH)2.OSiB204(OH) 3]
Type 4 Tetraborates
25.4.1.1 Rowei te Ca2Mn2(OH)4[B407 (OH)2]
[4-1 :2A+2T]














Stron ti obori te
Mg3C1 [B6010*0B02] [6:6T]
Fe2C1 [B601 O.B02] [6:6T]*
Mn3C1[B6010. B02] [6:6T]*








































DANA NUMBER C|M| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION DCSYSTEM SPACE GROUP
Nonaborates







































II MNRLNMECMOIIONsj CRYSTAL SPAE ROUPDANA NUMBER C M INERAL NAM COMPOS TION D SYSTEM SPACE G
CLASS 26 HYDRATED BORATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
OR HALOGEN
FBB = 1:A ; 1:T
26.1.1 X Berborite Be2[B03](OH,F).H20 [1:A]*
26.1.2 X Wightmanite Mg5[B03]O(OH)5.2H20 [1:A]*
26.1.3 X Shabynite Mg5[B03](C1,OH)2(OH )5 A4H20
26.1.4 X Hexahydroborite Ca[B(OH)4]2.2H20 [1:T]
1fype 2 FBB = 2:A ; 2:T













































































REVISED N | MINERAL N S CRYT SPACE
DANA NUMBER ~C Mj MIEA AME COMPOSITION js STALJ GRU
Tetraborates
26.4.1 Borax Na2[B405 (OH) 4]. 8H20
[4-1: 2A+2T]i
26.4.2 Tincalconite Na2[B405(OH) 4].3H20
[4-1: 2A+2T]i
26.4.3 X Hungchaoite M2[B405 (OH)4].7H2
[4-1: 2A+2T]i
26.4.4 X Halurgite Mg2[B405(OH)4].3H20
[4-1:2A+2T]i*





Ammon i obori te










Na[B506 (OH) 4].3H20 [5:4A+T]i
K[B506(OH)4] .2H20 [5:4A+T]i
(NH4)3[B506 (OH) 3' 0B5(OH)2










Sr2[B508(OH) ]2- B(OH)3 H20
[5: 3A+2T]s, i

































































REVISED NNI CRYSTA C
DANA NUMBER ICIM MINE RAL NAME COMPOSITION D CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP_______________________________________________________________ SYSTEM
___________---
26.5.13 Kaliborite HKM92 [B507(OH) 3 OB(OH)2]34H 20
[5: 2A+3T]c ,m
26.5.14 X Hilgardite Ca2[B509]C1.H20 [5:2A+3T]
26.5.15 x Parahilgardite Ca2[B509]C1.H20 [5:2A+3T]
Type 6 Hexaborates
26.6.1 X Rivadavite Na6Mg[B607(OH) 6]4.1OH20
[6: 3A+3T]i
26.6.2 X Mcallisterite Mg2[B607(OH)6]2*9H20
[6: 3A+3T]i
26.6.3 X Admontite Mg2[B607(OH)6]2 9H20 *
[6: 3A+3T]i
26.6.4 X Aksaite Mg[B607(OH)6] .2H20 [6:3A+3T]i
26.6.5 X Aristarainite Na2Mg[B608(OH) 4]2 4H20
[6: 3A+3T]c
26.6.6.1 X Nobleite Ca[B609(OH)2] .3H20 [6:3A+3T]s
26.6.6.2 X Tunellite Sr[B609(OH) 2].3H20 [6:3A+3T]s
26.6.7.1 Ginorite Ca2[B609 (OH) 2'
-B608(OH).
OB20(OH) 3].5H20 [6:3A+3T]s,m
26.6.7.2 X Strontioginorite SrCa[B609(OH)2'.OB608(OH).
OB20(OH) 3].5H20 [6:3A+3T]s,m
Type 7 Miscellaneous







































































DANA NUMBER NC| N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION j1 CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP



















Ca1 2Mg4(B03)7(C03)4 (OH )4C1 *H20
M93(OH )2 [B(OH )4]2(S04)
Ca4Mg[B607 (OH) 6. OAsO 3]2* 14H20
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28.1.2 Mi seni te 6KHSO4.K2S04






















Ka l is tronti te
Langbeini te
Manganol angbei ni t





























































REVISED IN IN MINERALSAMEION CRYSTAL SPCI RUDANA NUMBER C |MI COMPOSITION D SYSTEM | SPACE GROUP
CLASS 29 HYDRATED ACID AND NORMAL SULFATES
Hydrated Acid Sulfates
29.1.1 Rhomboclase HFe3 (S04) 2 4H20
29.1.2 X Matteuccite HNaSO4.'H20
29.1.3 X Monsmedite H8K2T1 (S04)8. 1 1H20
Type 2 A2x°4* xH20
29.2.1 Lecontite Na(NH4, K)S04. 2H 20
29.2.2 Mirabilite Na2So4.10H20











Boussi ngaul ti te
Nickel-
boussi ngaul ti te
Mosesi te
K2Ca (S04) 2.H20








(NH4) Fe2+(SO ) 6H 042 S4)26H20


























































DANA NUMBER N MN MINE RAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTEAL SPACE GROUP









































































































































REVISED INI iMNR s RSA
DANA NUMBER MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SRSYSTEM SPACE GROUP











































































































































REVISED |NC N | CRYSTAL
DANANUMER IIMIMINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SYSEMISPACE GROUP
Type 7 AB2(X04) 4 XH20
29.7.1 Ransomite CuFe (SO4)4.6H
29.7.2 Roemerite Fe2 Fe23 (SO 14H2 (S4)4.1420
29.7.3.1 Pickeringite MgAl 2(SO4)4.22H20
29.7.3.2 Halotrichite Fe2 A12(SO4)4.22H20
29.7.3.3 Apjohnite Mn2 A12(SO4)4 .22H20
29.7.3.4 Dietri chi te ZnAl 2(SO4)4. 22H20
29.7.3.5 Bilinite Fe2 Fe3+ (SO ) 22H 02 (S4)4.2H0
29.7.3.6 Redingtonite (Fe2+Mg)(Cr,A1)2(SO4)4.22H2°
Type 8 A2(X 4)3 xH2O
29.8.1 Lausenite Fe3 (SO4)3.6H2
29.8.2 Kornelite Fe2 (SO4)3.7H2O
29.8.3 Coquimbite Fe3+(SO4)39H20
29.8.4 Paracoquimbi te Fe2 (SO4)39H2O
29.8.5 Quenstedtite Fe23 (SO4)31OH2
29.8.6 Alunogen A12 (SO4)3* 17H20
29.8.7 X Meta-alunogen A14(SO4)6.27H20
Type 9 iMiscellaneous













































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION Is CRYSTA SPACE GROUP
CLASS 30 ANHYDROUS SULFATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
OR HALOGEN








































































































































DANA NUMBER |N |N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP__NUMB R____ C_M_ D SYSTEM
Type 2
30. 2.5.4 Ammoni ojarosi te (NH4) Fe3 (S04) (H)6
30.2.5.5 Argentojarosite AgFe3 (S04) 0H)6
30.2.5.6 Plumbojarosite PbFe3+ (SO) 2(OH)
30.2.5.7 Beaverite Pb(Cu,Fe3,Al) (SO3 4 6
30.2.6 X Itoite Pb3Ge(S04)202(OH)2



































REVISED N N MINERAL NAME COMPOS ITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPANA NUMBER JC MI COPSTO SPACE-GROU
CLASS 31 HYDRATED SULFATES CONTAINING HYDROXYL
OR HALOGEN
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(AB)m(XO4)pZq xH20, where m:p>6:1
31.1.1 Connellite -Cu 37(SO4)2(OH)62Cl8 8H 20
31.1.2 x Glaucokerinite (Zn,Cu)1OA14(S04) (OH)30.2H20
31.1.3 X Mooreite Mg9Mn2Zn4(S04)2(OH )26.8H 20
31.1.4.1 x Torreyite (Mg,Mn)5 Zn2(SO4)(OH)12.4H2O(?)
31.1.4.2 X Lawsonbauerite (Mn,Mg) 2 Zn2(SO4)(OH)12.4H2O(?)
31.1.5 Spangolite Cu6A1(S04)(OH) 12.4H20
Type 2 (AB)6 (XO4)Zq .xH20
31.2.1 Cyanotrichite Cu4A1 2(S04) (OH) 12.2H20
31.2.2 Woodwardite Cu4A12(S04)(OH) 12.2H20 (?)
31.2.3 Zincaluminite Zn6A16(S04)2(OH )26.5H20
31.2.4 Uranopilite ( U02)6(S04) (OH)10.12H20
31.2.5 Meta-uranopilite (U02)6(S04)(OH)10.5H20
31.2.6.1 X Chukhrovite-(Y) Ca3A12(Y,Ce)(S04)F13.10H20
31.2.6.2 X Chukhrovite-(Ce) Ca3A12(Ce,Nd)(S04)F13.10H20
Ty-pe 3 (AB) 5 (X04) q* xH20
31.3.1 X Creedite Ca3A12(S04)(F,OH).2H 20
31.3.2 j Chalcoalumite CuAl 4(S04)(OH) 12.3H20









Hydrobasal umi ni te
Cu4(S04)(OH)6*H20 (?)
Cu4( SO4) (OH)6 *2H20
Cu4(S04) (OH)6 .2H20
A14(S04) (OH)10.5H20











































DANANUMBERICIMI MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SYSTEM SPACEGROUPsREVISUMED |N|N |MINERAL NAME| COMPOSITION | DC|RYSTAL SPACE GROUP
Type 5 (AB)3(XO4)Zq .xH20
31.5.1 Sideronatrite Na2Fe3 (SO4)(OH).3H20
31.5.2 Metasidero- Na Fe3 (SO4) (OH) 3H 0
natrite 42 (S4)2(OH2H20
Type 6 (AB) 5 (XO4)2Zq*XH2O
31.6.1 Devilline CaCu4(S04) 2(OH)6.3H20
31.6.2 Serpierite CaCu4(S04) 2(OH)6.3H20
31.6.3 X Ktenasite ZnCu4(S04)2(OH) 6.6H20
31.6.4 X Peretaite CaSb404(S04)2(OH)2.2H20
31.6.5 Arnimite Cu5(SO4)2(OH)6.3H20 (?)
Type 7 (AB)2(XO4)Zq. xH 20
31.7.1 Kai ni te KMg(SO4)C1 .3H20
31.7.2 X Uklonskovite NaMg(SO4) (OH).2H20
31.7.3 Ungemachite Na8K3Fe3(SO4)6(OH)2. 1OH20
31.7.4 Clinoungemachite Na9K3Fe3+ (SO4) 6(OH)3.9H2O (?)
31.7.5 Aluminite A12(SO4) (OH)4 *7H20
31.7.6 X Meta-aluminite A1 2(SO4) (OH)4.5H20
31.7.7.1 X Despujolsite Ca3Mn (S04)2(OH)6 3H20
31.7.7.2 X Schaurteite Ca3Ge (SO4) 2(OH)6 3H20
31.7.7.3 X Fleischerite Pb3Ge4 (SO4) 2(OH)6 *3H20












































REVISED |N |N| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER C M PSTOD CRYSTAL























CuFe3 (SO ) 2(OH)AH 24 H20
CuAl(5S04)2C1 .14H20
MgAl( SO4) 2F.18H20
Al (SO4) (OH) .5H20
Al (SO4) (OH) .5H20
Fe3 (SO4) (OH) .XH20 (x=5)









Ca6A12 (S04)3(OH) 12 .26H2o








































































DANA NUMBER C M INERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL I SPACE GROUPREVISNUMBEDRNN RNAMECCOMPOSITION JDJ SYS EM ___________
Zi ppei te
Sodi um- zi ppei te
Magnesi um-
zippeite
Ni ckel -zi ppei te
Zi nc-zi ppei te
Cobal t-zi ppei te















A1Fe (S04 ) 9(OH) 33H 20
Fe2+ Fe3+(SO ) (OH) 2 0Fe4 (S04)6(OH)2.20H20





























































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP





































































Ca3Mn4 (SO4) (CO3) (OH)6 .12H20
te Na2Ca3(S04) [B508( OH )2]Cl





















































































REVISED C N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 33 SELENATES AND TELLURATES
(AB) (XO ) Z
m 4 p
33.1.1 X Schmiederite (Pb,Cu)2(SeO4)(OH) 2 (?)
33.1.2 X Xocomecatlite Cu3(Te6 04)(OH)4
33.1.3 X Khinite Cu3Pb(Te6 04) (OH)66+433.1.4 X Parakhinite Cu3Pb(Te6 04)(OH)6
Type 2 (AB)m(XO6).xH2O) where x can equal zero
33.2.1 X Kuranakhite PbMn4(Te6°6)
33.2.2 Montanite Bi2(Te 06) .2H20
33.2.3 X Cuzticite Fe23 (Te6+0).3H











Pb8(Te6 04) 5( SO4)3 .8H20



























REVISED ININ I SRYSTA
DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | SiCRYSTEA SPACE GROUP
CLASS 34 SELENITES AND TELLURITES
Type 1 A(X03)
34.1.1 X Molybdomenite PbSe43
34.1.2 X Fairbankite PbTe4+03
34.1.3 X Balyakinite CuTe4Q3
34.1.4 X to be pubZished
34.1.5 X Moctezumite Pb(U02) (Te4°O3)2
34.1.6 X Schmitterite (U02) (Te4 03)
Type 2 A(X03 ).xH20
34.2.1 X Graemite CuTe4 03. H20
34.2.2.1 Chalcomenite CuSeO3 2H20
34.2.2.2 X Teineite CuTeM O3 2H2O
34.2.3.1 X Clinochalcomenite CuSeQ3 2H20
34.2.3.2 Cobaltomenite CoSeO3 2H20
34.2.3.3 X Ahlfeldite NiSeO3 *2H20
34.2.4 X Choloalite CuPb(Te4 O3)2 H20
Type 3 A2 (X03)3 *xH20
34.3.1 X Cliffordite UTe4 03 9
34.3.2.1 X Zemannite (H,Na)2(Zn,Fe)2 (Te4 03)3. nH20
34.3.2. 2 X to be published
34.3.3 Emmonsite Fe3 (Te 03)32H20
34.3.4 X Mandarinoite Fe2+(SeO3)3.4H20

















































DANANUMER CMN 1 CRYSTALSPCGRUREVISED N N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SYST SPACE GROUPDANAN B M D SYSTE
A(XqO0)
- ~~~~~~~4
34.5.1 X Spiroffite (Mn,Zn )2Te43 °8
34.5.2 X Winstanleyite TiTe43°8
34.5.3 X Carlfriesite CaTe4+Te6 °
2 8
Type 6 Anhydrous Selenites and Tellurites
containing Hydroxyl or Halogen
34.6.1 X Mackayite Fe3 Te42 5 (OH)
34.6.2 X RodaIqui lari te H3Fe3 (Te4 03)4C1
34.6.3 X Quetzalcoatlite Cu4Zn (Te4 03)3 (OH)18
Type 7 Hydrated Selenites and Tellurites
containing Hydroxyl or Halogen
34.7.1 X Sonoraite Fe3 (Te4 03) (OH).H20
34.7.2 X Cesbronite Cu5(Te4+ 3) 2(OH)6 2H2O
34.7.3 X Guilleminite Ba(U02)53(SeO3)2(OH) 4' 3H 20
34.7.4 X Marthozite Cu(U02)3(SeO3)3(OH)2.7H20
34.7.5 X Derriksite Cu4(U02)(SeO3)2(OH )6.H20
34.7.6 X Demesmaekerite Pb2Cu5( U02)2(SeO3)6(OH)6 2H20
Type 8 Compound Selenites and Tellurites































































REV ISEUD NCN MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION 5CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
ANMB
~~~~~~~DSTEM
CLASS 35 ANHYDROUS CHROMATES
Type 1 A2XO4
35.1.1 Tarapacaite K2CrO4 Orth. Pmcn
35.1.2 X Phoenicochroite Pb2(CrO4)O Mon. C2/m
Type 2 A2X207
35.2.1 Lopezite K2Cr207 Tric. P1
Type3 AXO
35.3.1 Crocoite PbCrO4 Mon. P21/n
35.3.2 X Chromatite CaCrO4 Tet. I4I/amd
35.323 X to be published
Type 4 Miscellaneous
35.4.1 X Santanaite 9PbO.2PbO2.CrO3 Hex. P6322
CLASS 36 COMPOUND CHROMATES
Type 1 Miscellaneous
36.1.1.1 Vauquelinite Pb2Cu(CrO4)(P04)(OH) Mon. P21/n
36.1.1.2 x Fornacite (Pb,Cu)3(CrO4)[(As,P)04](OH) Mon. P21/c
36.1.2.1 X Iranite Pb10Cu(CrO4)6(SiO4)2(F,OH)2 Tric. P1
36.1.2.2 x Hemihedrite Pb10Zn(CrO4)6 (SiO4)2F2 Tric. P1




DANA NUMBER NC MN MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION SI CSRYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 37 ANHYDROUS ACID PHOSPHATESJETC.
Type 1 Miscellaneous
37.1.1.1 Monetite Ca[HP04] Tric. PT
37.1.1.2 X Weilite Ca[HAsO4] Tric. PT
37.1.2 Schultenite Pb[HAs04] Mon. Pa or P2/c
37.1.3 X Phosphammite (NH4)2[HPO4] Mon. P21/c
37.1.4.1 X Biphosphammite (NH4,K)H2P04 Tet. 142d
37.1.4.2 X Archerite KH2P04 Tet. ?
CLASS 38 ANHYDROUS NORMAL PHOSPHATES,ETC.
ABXO4








































































(AB)5 ( X04 ) 3
Berzeliite






Ferroal 1 uaudi te
Alluaudite




Johnsomervi 11 ei te
0' Danielite
to be published














NaC e2+ Fe2+(PNa4Ca4F 4 8 04)12
NaC n2+ Fe2+(PNa4Ca4M 4 8 P4)12
2+ 2+Na4Ca4Mn4 Mn8 (P04)12
E4Na4Mn2 Mg (2P4)1(2
E4Na Fe Fe8(4°4)12444 8 P0)1
E4(Na,Ca)4Mn428Fe24)12
Na442C2Mn Fe4 4 A14(P04)12
Na 2Mn42Fe2+ Al (3P )
4 2 2 4 Fe4 A14(P042)1







(Ca,Mn) (Mn,Fe) 2 (P4)2
Ca1g(Mg.Fe)2 (PO4)14
Ca18Na2(Mg,Fe)2 (PO4) 14
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REVISED
R N N MINERAL NAMEDANA NUMBERj C MI LNM
Type 2













































































38.3.5 X Stanfieldite Ca7(Ca,Mg)2Mg9(P04)12
38.3.6 X Hurlbutite CaBe2(PO4)2
38.3.7 X Stranskiite CuZn2(AsO4)2
38.3.8 X Keyite (Cu,Zn,Cd)3(AsO4)2
38.3.9 X to be published
Type 4 AXO4
38.4.1.1 Heterosite (Fe,Mn) 3+ (P04)
38.4.1.2 Purpurite (Mn,Fe) 3 (P04)
38.4.2 Berlinite AlP04
38.4.3.1 Monazite-(Ce) (Ce,La)PO4
38.4.3.2 X Monazite-(La) (La,Ce)PO4
38.4.3.3 X Cheralite (Ca,Th,Ce) (P,Si)04 (?)
38.4.3 4 X Brabantite CaTh(PO4)2
38.4.4.1 Rooseveltite BiAsO4
38.4.4.2 X Clinobisvanite BiV04
38.4.5 Pucherite BiVO4
38.4.6.1 X Li thi ophosphate Li 3PO4
38.4.6.2 X Olympite Na3PO4
38.4.7 X to be pubZished
38.4.8.1 Xenotime YPO4
38.4.8.2 X Chernovite YAsO4
38.4.8.3 X Wakefi el di te YVO4





































































REVISED |N N MINERAL NAME COMPoSITloN s CRYSTAL SPACE GRoupDANA NUMBERC9 MHDD SYSTEMP






Kori tni gi te
to be published
























































































































REVISED N IN|NS CRYSTAL I_SPCEROU


















H6K3A1 5(P04)8 1 3H 20
HAl (UO2)2(P04)4.40H20
HA1 (UO2)2(P04)4. 16H20
a HA1(U02 ) 2(AsO4)440H20







































DANA NUMBER N |N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION |S CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
CLASS 40 HYDRATED NORMAL PHOSPHATES,ETC.
AB(X04) .xH2
40.1.1 Struvite Mg(NH4)(P04).6H20
40.1.2.1 X Dittmarite Mg(NH4)(P04).H20
40.1.2.2 X to be pubZished
40.1.3 X to be pubZished

























































































































REVISED 1-NN s CRYSTAL
DANA NUMBER jCM MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
































Ca( U02) 2(P4) 2.2-6H20
(H30)4Ca52(UO2)2()P4)4.5H20
Ca(U02)2(AsO4)2. 10H20
Ca(U02) 2(AsO4) 2 .6H20
Ba(U02)2(P04)2 12H20
Ba(U02)2 (P04 )2. 10H20
Ba(U02)2(P04)2.8H20




Na2( U02) 2(AsO4)2 .8H20
(NH4)2(U02)2(P04)2.6H20
K2(U02) 2(PO4) 2 6H20
K2( U02) 5(As04) 2.8H20





























































































































Strel ki ni te
Vanuranyl i te










Sterl i nghi I 1 i te















Fe2 Fe22 (H 0) (PO
Fe3 Fe (OH) 3(P04) 2
Mn2 Mn~2(H20) 3(P04)2




2+2Mn2 ( P04)2 4H20
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Co3(AsO4) 2 .8H 20




















































































































































































































REVISEDA N MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION s CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
REVISUMED NC MINRLNM CMOIIND SYSTEM
CLASS 41 ANHYDROUS PHOSPHATES, ETC. CONTAINING
HYDROXYL OR HALOGEN
_-
I __I _ _ I
Am(XO4)pZq, with m:p>4:1
41 . 1 . 1 . 1 X Chlorophoenicite Mn3Zn2(As04) (OH)7
41.1.1.2 X Magnesium- Mg3Zn2(AsO4)(OH)7
chlorophoeni cite
41.1.2 X Theisite Cu5Zn5(AsO4)2(OH) 1002
41.1.3 X B0ggildite Na2Sr2A12(PO4)F9
41.1.4 X Sahlinite Pb14(AsO4)2C1409
Type 2 (AB)7(XO4)2Zq
41.2.1 Allactite Mn7(AsO4) 2(OH)8
41.2.2 jXjHeyite Pb5Fe2 (VO4)2°4




41.3.4 X Flinkite Mn2 Mn3+ (AsO (OH2 (s4) (O)4
41.3.5 x Retzian Mn2+Ce(AsO (OHM AO4)(O)4
41.3.6 X Viitaniemiite Na(Ca,Mn)Al(P04) (F,OH)3
41.3.7 X Nacaphite Na2Ca(P04)F
Type 4 (AB)5(XO4)2Zq

























































































































































































































































DANANUMER CMN 1 CRYSTALISPCGRUDANA NUMB MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | SYSTEM SPACE RO P
e*s * .~~~~~~~~~
41'.5.12 X Vesignieite BaCu3(V04)2 (OH)2
41.5.13 X Bayldonite PbCu3(AsO4)2(OH )2
41.5.14 X Curetonite Ba4A13Ti(P04)4(O,OH)6
41.5.15 X Thadeuite MgCa(Mg,Fe)2(P04)250H,F)2
41.5.16 X Upalite A1(U02)3(PO4)2 (OH)3










Hol tedahI i te





























( Mn 2 xFe3 )A1 ( PO ) (OH) 2x°
Bi2(AsO4) (OH)3


























































































REIE N N sCRSAREVISED CNI MINERAL NAME COMPOS ITION S Y TAL SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER C M D SYSTEM
(AB)m(XO )4Zq
41.7.1.1 X Palermoite (Li ,Na)2SrAl4(P04)4(OH)4
41.7.1. 2 X Bertossai te (Li ,Na) 2CaAl4( P04)4 (OH)4
41. 7.2.1 X Arrojadite KNa4CaAl(Fe2 Mn)1 12(F,OH)2
41.7.2.2 X Di cki nsoni te KNa4CaA1(Mn,Fe2)14(PO4)12(F,OH)
Type 8 A5(XO4)3Zq
Fl uorapati te










Bri thol i te- (Ce)














































































































REVISED N NI I CRYSTAL
DANA NUMBER ICJMI|MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S YSTE SPACE GROUPDANA
~ DI S T
(AB) 5 (XO4)3Zq
Kul ani te























BaFe2 A1 2(P04) 3(OH)3
BaM92A1 2 (P04)3 (OH) 3
BaMn2+Al (PO ) (OH)
BaMn2 Fe 3+(P4) 3(0H)3
(Fe,Mn) 2 Fe3 (PO4) 3(0H)3





BaAl2 (PO4) 2(OH) 2
(Sr,Ca)2A1 (P04)2(OH)
Fe2 Fe3 (P04)2(0H) 2
(Fe2 Mn) Fe3 (PO4) 2(0H)2
CaFe2 Fe3 (P04) 2(0H)
PbFe 3 (AsO4)2(OH)2
PbFe3(V04) 2(0H)2
(Ca, Ba) Fe2 Mn22Ca8Al2( 4) 1(OH )2
(Cu,Fe2 ) Fe3 (P04)3(0H)2
Al 4( P04) 3( OH ) 3
Fe2+Fe3+ P (H3 6 (P04)4(H) 12

























































































REIE N N j 5 CRSAREVISED | I MINERAL NAME | COMPOSITION S SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER 1CMI jD SYSTEM P G U




42.1.1.1 Veszelyite (Cu,Zn)3(P04) (OH)3.2H20
42.1.1.2 X Kamiokalite (Zn,Cu)3(P04) (OH)3 2H20
42.1.2 X Al vani te A16(V04) 2(OH) 12.5H20
42.1.3 Liskeardite (A1,Fe3)3(AsO4)(OH)6.5H20
42.1.4 Evansite A1 3(P04)(OH)6. 6H20
Type 2 (AB)3(XO4)Zq xH20
42.2.1 Liroconite Cu2A1(AsO4)(OH)4. 4H20
42.2.2 X Ranunculite HA1(U02) (P04)(OH) 3 4H20
Type 3 A5 (XO4)2Zq*XH2O
42.3.1 llCornwallite Cu5(AsO4) 2(OH) 3'H20
42.3.2 jX Rusakovite (Fe3A1)5[(V P)4]2(OH)9.3H20


































Pb(UO 2)4(PO4 0H))4 7H20 X



















































































hydrous phosphate of Ca and Fe
A12(P04) (OH)3.H20
A1 2(PO4) (OH) F2. 7H2°
A1 2(PO4) (OH )3.4-5H 20
Cu2(UO2) (VO4)2(OH)2.6H20
Type 6 (AB )2 (XO4) Zq. xH20






















PbAl 3(PO 4) 2(OH)5H 20
Ca3A1 (PO4)2(OH)3H20
Ca2Mg2(PO4) 2(OH )2.5H20
CaBe3(PO4) 2 (OH)2 * 4H 2°











































































































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
___NUMER__ C_M_ D SY- EM















A12 (U°2) 3(P04)2(OH )3.8H20
Ca3ZnFe3(As04)5(0H)11 5H20
1 .
Type 7 (AB)5(X04)3Zq xH20
I . . .
Pharmacosi deri te
Alumo-





Ki dwell i te
Schooneri te
Mi tri dati te
Robertsi te




KFe 3 (AsO4) 3(OH)4.6H2
KA14(AsO4)3(OH)4. 6. 5H20
BaFe3 (AsO4)3(OH)5H20
Ba(Al, Fe3 ) (AsO ) (OH) H 0
NaFe 3+(P4 ) 6(OH)1a.5H2
Mn 2+Fe2+Fe3 Zn2 (P °) 6( OH ) 18H 2°
Ca6Fe3 (P4)96 9H20
Ca6Mn3( P04) 9°6* 9H20




















































































REVISED NINI IISI CRYSTAL





















(OH ,O) 1 2.4H 20Ca Fe2 Fe (P4)8(OH)12.4H2





(Zn,Cu)Al 6( P04)4(OH)8. 5H20




































































































Ca2Mg2Fe3 (P04)O ( OH )2.8H2
Ca2Mg2A12(P04)4(OH)2 .8H20
CaMn(Mg, Fe2) 2 Fe2 (P4)4(OH) 28H2C
Ca(Fe2,Mn)Mg2A1 2(P04)4(OH)2.8H20
Mn2( Fe,Mn)2 Mg2A12(P04)4(0H) 2
.8H20
Ca(Mn,Zn) 2Fe3 (P04)4(OH)3. 2H2
KAI 2(PO4) 2F.4H20
K Fe3 (Pp)(OH 24H22 4 (P4)4(O)2 420
Fe2 Fe23 (P04)4(OH )2 .2H20
Ca4MgAl4(P 04)6 (OH) 4 .12H 20




Mn2 Fe3(P04) 2(OH)2 .8H20
2+Fe3(P (O 8
Fe2+Al2(P04) 2(OH)2. 8H20
CaAl 2(P4)2(OH )2 H20
ZnA12(PO4)2(OH) 2 3H20





























































































Ca4Fe2 (P04)4(OH)23H24e24Fe2 H2 0Fe2 Fe5 (P04)4(OH)5.7H0
Mn2+Mn3+ P O 42 (P04)2(OH)2 4H20
Fe2+Fe2+(P04)2(OH) 24H20





Type 11 (AB)4(X04)3Zq xH2
I I. I x
Cal cioferri te
Vashegyi te
Ca2 Fe 2 (P4)8 (OH ) 22 32H20

































































REVISED N N MINERAL NAME I C TION 1CRYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANA NUMBER C
_SM O ,. -
Miscel laneous
Al d-erman i te


















Cu2A1 7(AsO4)4(OH) 13' 11 .5H20






























































~ ~ ~ I s ICRYSTALDANA NUMBER |CNM| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION IDI SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 43 COMPOUND PHOSPHATES, ETC.
I - t i-
Acid Compound Phosphates, etc.
43.1.1 Ardealite HCa2(P04)(S04 ).4H20




Type 2 Anhydrous Normal Compound Phosphates,etc.
43.2.1.1 Bradleyite Na3Mg(P04) (C03)
43.2.1.2 X Sidorenkite Na3Mn(P04) (C03)
43.2.2 X to be published
Type 3 Hydrated Normal Compound Phosphates, etc.
43.3.1.1 X Schoderite A12 (PO4)(V04).8H20
43.3.1.2 X Metaschoderi te A12 (P04)(V04).6H20
43.3.2 X Embreyite Pb5(P04)2(CrO4)2.H20
43.3.3 X Phosinaite Na12(Ca,Ce)4[Si4012](P04)4.4H20
Sodium- [with molybdates]
betpakdal i te
Type 4 Anhydrous Compound Phosphates, etc.,














PbAl 3(AsO4) (SO4) (OH)6
PbAl 3(PO4) (SO4) (OH)6
SrAl 3(P04) (SO4) (OH)6
SrA13(AsO4) (SO4) (OH)6
CaAl 3(P04) (SO4) (OH)6




































































(Mn2,Mg,Al (35(As 5+0053)A 04)2-
(OH)23

























































REVISUMED N |N |M INERAL NAME l COMP05I T ION |S C RY5STTALI SPACE GROUP
Hydrated Compound Phosphates, etc.

















Chal cophyl li te
Teruggi te
Fe2 (AsO4) (SO4) (OH) . 5H20
Fe 32 (AsO4) ( 04) ( OH) . 7H20
A12(P4) (SO4) (OH) .9H20
Fe3 (PO4) (SO4) (OH) .5H20










5CaO.6A1203 3Si °2. 3.5P205.1 .5F-
36H 2o
3CaO.3.5A1203. 3SiO2. 2P205.1 8H20
M93B2(P04)2 (OH)6 * 5H20
Mn +(AsO3) (AsO4) 2(OH) *2H20





































































44.1.1.1 X Stibiconite Sb3 Sb5 06(OH)
44.1.1.2 Bindheimite PbSb5O (0,H)26'
44.1.1.3 Romeite (Ca,Fe2 ) 2(Sb5,Ti) 26(O,OH,F)
44.1.1.4 X Lewisite (Ca,Fe2+ ) 2(Sb5 Ti)27 (? )
44.1.1.5 X Stetefeldtite Ag2Sb2 (O,OH)7 (?)
44.1.2 X Partzite Cu2Sb5 (O,OH)7 (?)
Type 2 AX206
44.2.1 X Tripuhyite Fe22 Sb5 °2 2 6
44. 2. 2.1 X Bystri6mite MgSb2 °6




















(Mn,Fe2 ) Sb5 As5°1(M, 7 12
Mn2+Sb5+As5+Si O10 2 2 2 24(2Mn2, Ca) (Mn,Fe3+ )gSb25Si
(Mn2 Sb 5 )(Mn2 A14Si2)O28
(Mn2Sb 5 ) (Mn2 Zn8Si4)O28
A15Sb3 014(O,OH)2













































REVISED N N MIEA AECMOIINs CRYSTALDANA NUMBER C M DINERALNAME COMPOSITION | SYSTEM SPACE GROUP
CLASS 45 ACID AND NORMAL ANTIMONITES AND ARSENITES
Type 1 Miscellaneous
45.1.1 X Reinerite Zn3(As303)2 Orth. Pbam
45.1.2 x Trigonite Pb3Mn(As3 03)2(HAs3 O3) Mon. Pn
45.1.3 X Asbecasite Ca3(Ti,Sn)Si 2Be202(As3 °3)6 rig. P3cl
45.1.4 X Cafarsite (Ca,Mn)8(Ti,Fe2 )6-7(As3 O3)12- Cubic Pn3
4-5H20
45.1.5 Trippkeite CuAs3 °0 Tet. P4 /mbc2 4 Te. P2/b
45.1.6 x Schafarzikite Fe2 Sb2 04 Tet. P42/mbc
45.1.7 X Leiteite ZnAs 3 0 Mon. P2 /a
234 Mon. P245.1.8 X Paulmooreite Pb2[As2 05] Mon . P21 or
P21/m
45.1.9 X|Apuanite Fe2 Fe3+2 Fe32 Sb23 012S Tet. P42/mbc
45.1.10 X Versiliaite Fe2+Fe43 Fe4 Sb 320 | Orth. Pbam4 Sb203S ort. Pbam
45.1.11 X Stibivanite VSb2O5 Eor IVOSb204] Mon. C2/c
102
REVISED IN IN MIEA I' CR SPACE
DANA NUMBER | C|M| MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S SPACE GROUP
CLASS 46 ANTIMONITES AND ARSENITES CONTAINING
HYDROXYL OR HALOGEN
Z









Pb (As3+0 ) C1
CaMg4 (As3°3) 2F4
MnC2F [Asb3 (MnA+0 C
Ca Fe 3 Sb3 (As3 °3)2°
Type 2 Miscellaneous
46.2.1 Ecdemite Pb As3+0 C1
46.2.2 Heliophyllite Pb As3+0 C14
46.2.3.1 X Tomichite (V3,Fe3 ) Ti4 As3 0 (OH)
46.2.3.2 x Derbylite Fe3 Ti 34 Sb3+° (OH)4 3 013 H
46.2.4 X to be published
Type 3 Compound Antimonites and Arsenites








Mn2 [As3 (OH)4 ][As3O°1]2(C03)
2+ 14 6 182
Mn24Fe [(Si ,As)O4]3[As3 03]-




































DANA NUMBER N N MINERAL NA COMPOSITION s CRYSTAL SPACE GROUP
RAEVSSE N MI NADMD SYSTEM
CLASS L47 VANADIUM OXYSALTS
______II~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-i 1
Normal Anhydrous Vanadium Oxysalts
47.1.1 X Doloresite H8V6016
47.1.2 X Nolanite Fe3V7016
47.1.3 X to be pubZished
Type 2 Anhydrous Vanadium Oxysalts
Containing Hydroxyl or Halogen
47.2.1 X (GamagaritejBa(Fe,Mn2 0(OH)2 (?)
Type 3 Hydrated Vanadium Oxysalts
Metarossi te
Rossite
Del ri oi te


























































































REVISED N N IsICRYTADANA NUMBER |C|M IMINERAL NAME COMPOSITION | S|RYSTAL SPACE GROUPDANAB _YSE
Hydrated Vanadium Oxysalts











V4 V5°0 12H 02 8 22' 2
V2 V1234 nH20
V4+V5+0 8H 04 2 13' 2
Ca V4+v5+0 8H O
CaV4+v+ 14 ?2 V10030.14H20 (?)
Ca v4+v5+o nH OC2V4 V6 025nH2O
Na4CaxV2xVi-2x432 . 8H20
Al V4+v5+0 .30H 012 2 6 37* 2
KAI Fe63v45V 30H 0
Ca4 5AlV4V1240 28H20




































REVISED N N MINERAL NA E COMPOSITION S CRYSTA SPACE GROUP
DANA NUMBER jC1 MIERLNMCOPSTNI DI SYSTEM












48.2.1 X Russellite (BiO)2W04
48.2.2 j Koechlinite (BiO)2MoO4
Type 3 Basic Anhydrous Molybdates and Tungstates
48.3.1 Lindgrenite Cu3(MoO4)2(OH)2
48.3.2 Cuprotungstite Cu2(W04) (OH)2
48.3.3.1 X Cerotungsti te (Ce,Nd)(W206)(OH)3
48.3.3.2 X Yttrotungstite Y(W206)(OH)3 (?)










































DANA NUMBER C M MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION S CRYSTAL SPAE GROUPCLANASNUMBE DI SYSTEMSPACETGROU
CLASS 49 HYDRATED MOLYBDATES AND TUNGSTATES _________
Acid Hydrated Molybdates and Tungstates
49.1.1 X Hydrotungstite H 2WO4*H20
49.1.2 X Moluranite H4U4+(UO2)3(MoO4)7 18H20
Type 2 Hydrated Normal Molybdates and Tungstates
49.2.1 Ferrimolybdite Fe 3+ ( moo) 8H 22 Mo4)3.H20
49.2.2 X Ferritungstite Ca2Fe2 Fe23 (WO4)7.9H20 (?)
49.2.3 X Umohoite (U02)(MoO4).4H20
49.2.4 X Iriginite (UO2)(Mo207) .3H20
49.2.5 X Mpororoite (Al, Fe3 ) 2W29.6H2° (?)
Type 3 Hydrated Molybdates and Tungstates
Containing Hydroxyl or Halogen
49.3.1 X Calcurmolite Ca(U02)3(MoO4)3(OH)2.11H20
49.3.2 X Cousinite Mg(UO2)2 (Moo4)2 (OH) 2 5H2 (? )










H8CaFe2 (Mo4) 5(AS4)212 H20
6 aFe2 (Mo4)4(PO4) 6H20
























DANA NUMBER NCNMi MINERAL NAME COMPOSITION s| CRYSTAL I SPACE GROUPDANANUMBE D
~~~~~~~~~SYSTEM
CLASS 50 ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
~~~~ ~ ~






















NaMgFe3 (C 0 ) 8-9H 0
NaMgAl (C204) 3.8H20
Type 2 Mellitates, Citrates, Cyanates,
and Acetates
50.2.1 Mellite A12[C6(C00)16]. 18H20
50.2.2 Earlandite Ca3(C6H502)2 4H20
50.2.3 Julienite Na2Co(CSN) 4.8H20
50.2.4 Calclacite CaC12.Ca(C2H302)2. IOH20
50.2.5 X Kafehydrocyanite K 4Fe2+ (CN)6.(3? )
Type 3 Hydrocarbons
_











































































































































d LeLtte; lr 5
0














































































Arkiv for Kemi, Mineralogi och Geologi
American Mineralogist
Arkiv for Mineralogi och Geologi
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rendicotte classe di
scienze fisiche, matematiche e naturali
Atti della Accademia della Scienze di Torino
Bulletin of the Geological Society of America
Bulletin of the Geological Society of Denmark
Bulletin of the Geological Society of Finland
Bulletin of the Institute of Geology,Sofia
Bulletin de Mineralogie [prior to vol.101, Bulletin de la
Societie francaise de Mineralogie et de Crystallographie]
Bulletin de la Societie Belgie Geologie
Clays and Clay Minerals
Chemie der Erde
Czechoslovakian Journal of Physics
Canadian Mineralogist
Contributions to Mineralogy and Petrology
Colorado School of Mines Quarterly
Der Aufschluss
Doklady Akademia Nauk SSSR
Economic Geology
Earth and Planetary Science Letters
Estratto dei Rendicotti della Societa Italiano di
Mineralogie e Petrologia
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta
Geochemical Journal (Japan)
Geological Society of America Professional Paper
Inorganic Chemistry
International Geological Review
Journal of the American Chemical Society
Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of the Chemical Society (London)










Neues Jahrbuch fUr Mineralogie, Abhandlungen
Neues Jahrbuch fUr Mineralogie, Monatschefte
Naturwi ssenshaften
Physics and Chemistry of Minerals
Periodico di Mineralogie
Science




Tschermaks Mineralogische und Petrographische Mitteilungen
United States Geological Survey Bulletin
Zeitschrift fUr Kristallographie
Zapiski Vsesoyuznyi Mineralogicheskoe Obshchestva
1ll








































































































Al azani te=Pyrrhoti te
Albrittonite, 36




All acti te, 85
Allargentum, 4














Allemontite= a mixture of Stibarsen
and either As or Sb
Al 1 eni te=Pentahydri te
Alloclasite, 12 2.12.9.3
All odel phi te=Synadel phi te
























































MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED fPREVIOUS iiDANA R-EFERENCESMINERAL___________ _AME,DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Alluaudite, 76






















Aluminocopiapite, 69 31.10.5 __
Alumocobaltomelane= mixture of Lithiophorite and
and Manganese oxides
Alumoferroascharite= mixture of Szaibelyite and
Hydrotal cite























































MINRA1NME,pae EVIS 1 PREVIOUS IDAkNA RFRNEMINERAL NA E, c19e DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE EfERENCES





























































































































Antofagasti te=Eri ochal cite
Apati te=Fl uorapati te -.
Aphthitalite, 59 28
Apjohni te, 63 29
Apl owi te, 62 29
Appel i te=Cal ci te
Apuani te, 101 45
Aragoni te, 41 14
Arakawaite=Veszelyite
Aramayoi te , 20 3.
Arandisite, probably a mix
Quartz
Arcanite, 59 28








































































































Aristarainite, 57 | 26.6.5
Ari zoni te=Pseudoruti le
Armalcolite, 30 7.3.1.3
Armangi te, 102 46.3.1
Arnimite(perhaps= 31 .6.5
Antlerite), 67
Arrojadi te, 88 41.7.2.1
Arsenate-belovite= Talmessite
Arsenbrackebuschi te,80 40.2.8.2
Arsendestinezi te= Bukovskyi te
Arsenic, 3 1.3.1.1
Arseni opl ei te= Caryi ni te























































MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCES
_______
o DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Arseniosiderite, 92





Arsenopal 1 adi ni te, 14
Arsenopyrite, 12














Arsenrossl erl te=Rossl eri te
Arsentsumebite, 98 43.4.2.2
Arsenuranospathi te,







































































































































CM 10,207(1970) [AM 56,632]a
MM 39,528(1974)[AM 59,1330]a
CM 13,146(1975)[AM 61,338]a






























MINERAL NAME, page f REVISED IPREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCES
_______

































































































MlNERAL NAME, page BREVISEDPREVIOUS DNARDEFERENCESMINERA E DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER ~REFERENCE~ -FRNE
Bari um-
pharmacosi deri tq 92








































































































t 7 1 19tecquereiiL e, Zo . . . 4
Beegerite=mixture of Matildite
Schi rmeri te
























Beresovi te=Phoeni cochroi te




































































































































































































































































Bi smutosphaeri te=Bi smuti te
Bismutotantalite, 33 8.1.6.3
Bi tep I apa 1 i di te=Merenskyi te












Bi omstrandi ne=Aeschyni te- ( Y)
Bobi erri te, 83 40.3.7.1
Boehmite, 27 6.1.2.1
Bogdanovi te, 4 2.1.5





















































MINERAL 1AEpg REVISED PREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCESage | DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCEI







































































CM 7,245(1962) [AM 47,1223]a;
AC B24,508(1968)




















MINERAN ME por*REVISED {PREVIOUS DANA REFENSMINERAL age |DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCEJ EFER NCES


































Bravoite=an intermediate member of
Pyri te-Vaesi te- Cattieri te
seri es
Brazilianite, 86
Brei sl aki te=Vonseni te
Brei thaupti te
, 7
















































































Broceni te=S-Fergusoni te- (Ce)
Brochanti te, 64 30.1.3
Brocki te, 84 40.4.8.5
Broggeri te=thori an Urani ni te
Bromargyri te, 36 9.1. 4.2
Bromellite, 22 4.2.2.2







BrUggeni te, 50 21.1.2
Brugnatel i te, 47 16b.5.8
Brunckite=Sphalerite

















































MINERAN ME pageREVISED PREVIOUS f DANA I EEENEMINERAL , age jDANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE R FERE CES
Brushite, 78 3
Bruyeri te=Cal ci te
Buchwaldite, 75 3








Buszi te=Bastnaesi te- (Ce)
Butlerite, 68
Buttgenbachi te, 49 1
Bystr6mi te, 100 I
Cabrerite=magnesian Annat
Cacoxeni te , 96
Cadmium, 1











































































MINERAL NAME page REVISED PREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCESNAME, LDANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCES
Cahnite, 98






























































































REVISED IPREVIOUS IIDANA RFRNEMINERAl NAME, pag9e DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE R
Canfieldite, 6



























































































































































































31. 3.2 31 .1 .9
132
MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCES
____________________ DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE ___________________
Chalcocite, 5 2
Chalcocyanite, 59 2
Chal col ampri te=Pyrochore














































































































Chi le-loewei te=Humberstoni te
Chillagite=tungstenian Wulfenite























































































Chromi ni um=Phoeni cochroi te
Chromite, 29 7.2.3.3
Chromruti le=Redledgei te
Chrysoberyl, 30 | 7.2.9
Chubutite-Lorettoite (an artifact)











































































-iCliftonite, 3 1. 3.4.5 I ,154
135




















Cobal toadami te=cobal tian Adamite
Cobal toca I ci te=Sphaerocobal ti te
Cobal tomeni te, 72
Cobal t-pentl andi te,
Cobalt-zippeite, 69
Cochromite, 29















































































MINERAL NAME, page | RD BEDR PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCESDANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE EE S
Columbite:see Ferrocoluumbite,Magno-
Col umbi te, Manganocol umbi te
Colusite, 17
Comblainite, 47



































































































































































































































Cuproauri de=Auri cupri de
Cuprobismutite, 21 3.8.2
Cuprocopiapite, 69 31.10.6.3



















































BM 102,351(1979) [AM 65,206]a
CM 18,181(1980)
CM 11 ,1003(1973) [AM 59,381]a































Dahl l i te=Carbonate--hydroxyapati te
Dakei te=Schroeckingeri te
Danai te=cobal toan Arsenopyri te















































































Deferni te, 48 16b.5.13
Dehrni te=Carbonate-fl uorapati te
Delafossite, 29 7.1.1.1
Del atorrei te=Todoroki te
Del orenzi te=Tanteuxeni te
Delrioite, 103
Del tai te=Crandal 1 i te




Denni soni te=Davi soni te













































































MINERAL NAME, page REVISED|D PREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCES
______________________________ DANA_D NANMBRNUD NANU B R EFRECED A______NUMBER______________REFERENCE___________
Despujolsite, 67


































































































MINERAL NAME, page DANABREVISED D PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCESMINER E DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER ~REFERENCE E
Djerfisherite, 14
Djurleite, 5 2
























































































































Eardl eyi te=Takovi te
Earlandite, 107 50.2.2
Ecdemite, 102 46.2.1



































































Ell wei leri te=Sodi um-uranospini te
Elpasolite, 40 11.6.2
Elroquite=mixture of Quartz and
ferrian Variscite
Elyite, 64 30.1.2















































































MINERALN ME f REVISED IPREVIOUS DANA I R-EFERENCESMINpERALNAME page DANA NUMBER LDANA NUMBER |REFERENCE ___________
Ericaite, 53
Eri ki te=Monazi te
















































































































Fal kenhayeni te=Tetrahedri te


























DANS 88,717(1953) [AM 40,368]a;
NJMM 1965,19[AM 50,2109]a
TMPM 15,185(1971 )[AM 56,2156]a;
TMPM 15,201(1971)
AM 56,1366(1971);






























SS 11,677(1978)[AM 48,211]a1- iJL
147





































Ferrohal otri chi te=Hal otri chi te



























































REVISED PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCESMINERAL NAME, page DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Ferroselite, 12





























































































MINEREVISED 1PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCESMINERAL NAME, page DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Flinkite, 85
Florencite-(Ce), 86
























Foucheri te=Del vauxi te (?)
Fourmarierite, 26



















































































































































































































DANS 141 ,954(1961)[AM 47,805]a;
DANS 149,672(1963)[MA 18,283]a
ZK 120,476(1964)
























































































































REVISED PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCES
Gini ite, 94 4
Ginorite, 57 2
Gi oberti te=Magnes i te
Giorgiosite, 47 1
Girdite, 71
GI adi te, 21





Gl obosi te=Strengi te















































































































































































BM 101 ,543(1978) [AM 54,328]a
AM 32,654(1947);





























Gui termani te=Jordani te




























































































































































































Helmutwinklerite, 80 40. 2.10





Hemi hedri te, 74
Hemusite, 9
7.7.5
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MNERAL NAME, page AREVISED PREVIOUS DANA REFERENCESMINERL E g jDANA NUMBER DANANUMBER REFERENCEj E
Hilgardite, 57
Hinsdalite, 97
Hi n tzei te=Kal i bori te
Histrixite=mixture of Ai
etc.
Hjelrmi te=Yttromicrol i te
Hocartite, 9
Hodrushite, 21

















































































MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED fPREVIOUS DANA REEFERENCES
________ ~~DANA NUMBER ~DANANUMBER REFERENCE_ _ _ _ _ _
Hopeite, 82
Horsfordite, 4
Hoshi i te=ni ckel oan

























































































































Hydrohausmannite=mixture of Feitknechtite and
Hausmanni te
Hydrohetaerol i te, 30 7.2.7.3





Hydrophi li te,probably = Antarcti cite
or Sinjarite
Hydroromarchite, 28 6.4.2
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MINERAN ME page DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCES EFRNE
Hydroscarbroite, 48
Hydrotalcite, 47
Hydrotroi li te,coll oi da
Hydrotungstite, 106
Hydroxylapatite, 88
Hydroxyl bas tnaes i te
-(Ce)
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I ri doplatini te=Platini ri di um




I ros i te=I ri dosmi ne














































































































Joseite, 6 2.6.2.3 2.1.1.4
Josephinite=mixture of Fe-Ni alloys,Ni-Co alloys,
andradite, et al.
Jouravskite, 70 I32.1.9 -----




















I , 1 1 7
II,102i
II , 1 10
4
































































































































MINERALNAME ( REVISED IPREVIOUS flDANA REFERENCESMINERAL , page DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE ___________
Kehoeite, 95

















Khademi te= Ros ti te
Khinite, 71
Khl opi ni te=tantal
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MINERAL NAME, page | DANA NUMBER T DANA NUMBER ||REFRENcEfEFERR ENCE
Lacroixite, 86
Laffittite, 18












Lanthani te- (La), 44
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Lesseri te=I nderi te
Letovicite, 59 28.1.3
Leucochal ci te=01 i veni te
Leucophosphite, 94 42.10.5.1
Lewisite, 100 44.1.1.4


































































































Li uj i nyi ni te=Uytenbogaardti te
Liveingite, 20 |3.6.18
























































































Loveringite, 35 | 8.4.2.2
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Magnetosti bi an=Jacobsi te
Magniobori te=Suani te
Magniotriplite, 87 4







































































































Manganomossi te=urani an Manganocol
Manganosite, 22 4.2.1.3
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Mari gnaci te=Ceri opyrochl ore
Marmatite=ferroan Sphalerite













Matul ai te, 96
Maucheri te, 15
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Mel aconi te=Tenori te






Mel ni kovi te=Grei gi te
Melonite, 13
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Metaschoepi te, 25 5.2.1.1
Metasideronatrite, 67 31.5.2
Metastibnite, 10 2.11.3
Metastrengi te=Phosphosi deri te
Metatorbernite, 81 40.2a.12.1
Metatyuyamuni te, 82
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Minium, 30 7.2.8 4.3.1
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DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE R_E_F_E_R_E_NC_E_S
Minyulite, 94 42.10.4
Miomi ri te=pl umboan Davi di te
Mirabilite, 60 29.2.2
Mi ropol ski te=Bassani te(?)
Misenite, 59
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REVISED IPREVIOUS IIDANAMINERAL NAME, page DANA NUMBER 1 DANA NUMBER |REFERENCE| REFERENCES
Monazi te- (Ce), 77
Monazi te- (La), 77
Moncheite, 13
Monetite, 75
Monheimi te=ferroan Smi t
Monimolite, 100





























































































Moschel 1 andsbergi te, 1
Mosesite, 60
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Nemal i te=fi brous Bruci te





































MINELNAME page |DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE R_E_F_E_RE_NCES
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 44915)
Neomessel i te=mi xture of Messel i te






























































Zentralb Z. Min. I, 1980-1 233) a
MM 28,118(1947)[AM 33,98]a;
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MINERAL NAME, page DANA NUMBI
Ningyoite, 84 40.4.9
Niningerite, 7 2.8.1.6
Ni obo-aeschyni te 8.3.6.2
-(Ce) 34
Ni obobelyanki ni te=Gerasi movski te








Ni trog 1 auberi te=mi xture
Ni tromagnesi te, 49
Nobleite, 57
Noceri te=Fl uobori te
























































































Oaki te=Li thi ophori te
Oboyerite, 73
Obruchevi te=Yttropyroch





01 dhami te , 7
Olgite, 75
Oligisite=Hematite




















































to be published (P.J.Dunn)
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Olmsteadite, 92 42.6.11




Ondrejite=mixture of Huntite and f9
Onofri te-sel eni an Metaci nnabar
Onoratoite, 38 10.5.7
Oosterboschite, 15 2.16.17.2







Ortho-armal col ite=col o0
Orthobranneri te, 34
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Oxychi 1 dreni te=Ernsti te
Pachnolite, 40
























Pandai te=Bari opyrochl ore
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Para-al umohydrocal cite 16b. 2.3.2 -
46
Para-armalcolite=color variety of Armalcolite
Parabayl doni te=pl umboan Coni chal ci te
Paraboleite=unnecessary name proposed for inter-
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Patronite, 15 2.16.28






Pel i goti te=Johanni te
Pel 1 ouxi te=Lime
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Planerite=calcian Turquoise or cuprian































































Pl umboferri te, 31
Plumbogummite, 91





Poi tevi ni te, 61
Polarite, 7
Polhemusite, 7































































AM 66,437 (1 981 )a
MM 28,1(1947);
AM 48,565(1963);






















Priori te=Aeschyni te- (Y)









































































































Pseudowavel li te=Crandal li te
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MINERAL NAME, page | REVISED | PREVIOUSBE DANA REFERENCES






Pyrrho-arseni te=Berzel i i
Pyrrhotite, 7
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Ranunculite, 90





































Revoredi te=amorphous sulfide glass
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Rhodophosphi te-manganoan Fl uorapati te






































































































































































































































































































Salmonsite=mixture of Jahnsite and
Hureaul i te
Samarskite, 34 8.3.5
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CM 16,411(1978) [AM 64,657]a
DANS 168,182(1966)[AM 51,1818]a




MM 32,363(1960) [AM 45,910]a;
MM 43,615(1980)











MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED PREVIOUS iiDANA R.EFERENCESDANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE|
Schaurtei te, 67 31. 7. 7.2
Scheelite, 105 48.1.3.1
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MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED 1PREVIOUS iiDANA fR-EFERENCES
_______
SB DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Schreyerite, 35
Schroecki ngeri te, 48










Schul zeni te=cupri an Heterogeni te-3R
Schwartzembergite, 50 22.1.3
Schwatzi te=mercuri an Tetrahedri te


















Sel enjosei te=Lai takari te
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MINERAN ME pageREVISED 1PREVIOUS DANA REFEN SMINERAL A , age DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE EFERENCE
.......u.........












Sillenite, 23 4.3.9.3 4.4










Si serski te=I ri dosmi ne



























































AM 58,562(1973)aI I ,845
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Staffel i te=Carbonate-f 1 uorapati t
Stai neri te=Heterogeni te-3R




































































MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED PREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCESM__I_N_E_____N__AME ______I DANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE RE_F_E_R_E_NC_ES
Starkeyite, 62


































Sti bi odufrenoysi te=Veeni te
Stibioferrite=mixture of Bindheimite
Stibiopalladinite, 4 2.3.3















































































































































































Styl otypi te=Tetrahedri te
Suanite, 51 24.4.1
Sudburyite, 8 2.8.17.1
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Takovite, 47
Tal ktri pi te=ferroan Wac
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MINERAL NAME, page 1REVISED IPEOU DAA REFERENCES
________






Tetragophosphi te=Lazul i te
Tetrahedrite, 17 3.3.6.2
Tetrataenite, 1






































































































Ti tanochromi te=ti tani an Chromi te
Ul vospi nel



































































MM 43,453(1979) [AM 65,811]a
USGS 1064,1 70(1958);
CE 24,254(1965)
I i 1 I
Ur
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MINERAL NAME, page 1 REVISED I PREVIOUS DANA R-EFERENCESDANA NUMBER DANA NUMBER REFERENCE
Torreyite, 66 31.1.4.1
Transvaal i te=Heterogeni te-3R
Treasurite, 19 3.6.3
Trechmannite, 20 3.7.2
Trechmanni te-a=Nowacki i te
Trevorite, 29 7.2.2.5
Tri chal ci te=Tyrol i te
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Tysoni te=Fl uoceri te- (Ce)
Tyuyamunite, 82 40.2a.22.1
Uduminelite, poorly described phospha
probably a mixture
Udokani te=Antleri te(?)





Ul trabasi te=Di aphori te














































































Uranmi crol i te, 34
Uranoci rci te I, 81
Uranocircite II, 81
Uranopi 1 i te, 66
Uranospathite, 79
Uranosphaerite, 26
Uranospi ni te, 81

























































































































































































































































































1-iIVitusite, 75 38.1 .8
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Vol geri te=Stibiconi te -----
Vol kovi te, prob. =Gi nori te
Volkovskite, 53 25.6.3
Voltaite, 63 29.9.1 4








Vredenbergite=mixture of Jacobsite ai
Vulcanite, 7 2.8.13
Vysotskite, 7 2.8.7.2
Wad=general term for soft, massive
Mn oxides of low density
Wagnerite, 87 141.6.2
Wairauite, 1
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REVISED PREVIOUS DANAMINERAL NAME, page DANA NUMBER | DANA NUMBER |REFERENCE| R E F ERENCES
Wightmanite, 55 26.1.2






























Wol fei te, 87 41.6.3.1 41.6.3.2
Wolframite=intermediate member of 48.1.1.2
Ferberi te-Huebneri te series
Wolframoixiolite=tungstenian Ixiolite
Wolsendorfite, 25 | 5.4.3.2 |-























































































































































Yttroceri te=ceri an Fluorite
Yttrocol umbi te, 33
Yttrocrasite, 35
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Aldermanite, 96


































































to be published (S.A.Williams)
to be published (S.A.Williams)
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